LOVE FOR OUR REGION AND CORDIALITY
Lindau’s proprietors look forward to your visit

CULTURAL HIGHLIGHT 2019: FRIEDENSREICH HUNDERTWASSER
Dreamcatcher for a more beautiful world
Lindau beckons! A holiday is generally considered to be the most beautiful time of the year, and I am convinced holidays in Lindau are especially lovely. Lindau’s Mediterranean flair is particularly enjoyable in the summer months. It is no coincidence that part of the Lindau shoreline is called the Bavarian Riviera, and, for instance, that the municipal offices are located in “Tuscany Park”. Germany’s southernmost lighthouse shines at the harbour, and the white sails against an imposing mountain backdrop let the gaze wander into the distance. But it is not only the landscape that attracts visitors. In the shady alleys of the old town, connoisseurs will find ample opportunities to indulge their culinary preferences. And instead of the branch stores that are always to be found elsewhere, the townscape is characterised by a regionally anchored retail trade with a high level of advisory expertise and individual offers.

The Lindau experience is also enhanced by a rich cultural diversity. The Inselhalle convention centre has already positioned itself not long after it reopened as a conference venue of outstanding quality on Lake Constance. In the coming years, we will continue striving to make Lindau even more appealing. For instance, we are hard at work organising the horticultural show to take place in 2021, which will further enhance Lindau’s reputation as a town of gardens and parks. Construction work on the new thermal spa in Eichwald is also progressing well. This all shows that Lindau isn’t just the island.

I’d like to give you a tip: Spend a day in Lindenhofpark in Bad Schachen, where the garden monument has been lovingly restored. Afterwards, you can be inspired by a visit to the Peace Rooms in the historic Lindenhof Villa.

Our town buses will take you conveniently and quickly to all the important destinations, and you can also reach the island comfortably by train. The railway station is located directly at the harbour for easy and fast access to all the lake shipping routes.

Let Lindau entice you – I assure you, you will feel at home here.

Sincerely yours,
Dr. Gerhard Ecker
Mayor of Lindau
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Impressive from the outside – interesting from the inside

Stories and history: There is much to discover in Lindau’s lighthouse.

That Bavaria – the land of the Alps and alpine pastures – has a lighthouse will come as a surprise even to many an inhabitant of the Free State. A look at the map makes it obvious that the lighthouse is the southernmost of its kind in Germany. And that this building, completed in 1856, is indeed exceptional. You should definitely see that for yourself during your visit to the island town.

In good weather, the door stands open to the 139 steps, which lead you up to a height of 36 metres. But don’t worry about the physical effort. On the landings between the narrow wooden staircases, breathers are not only allowed, but even desirable. How else would the visitors be able to appreciate the enlightening old drawings, informative facts and cheerful anecdotes on the inside of the lighthouse walls?

You can learn, for example, about the weather on the lake. They tell of whirlwinds and sea smoke, fog and waves – in old script and a flowery language. Or there are interesting facts about the animal world. The giant catfish is mentioned as is the lonely carp and a spectacular catch quota from 1956 – 1040 tons! The train ferry carrying freight wagons across the lake is likewise depicted.

During the ascent you can also find out why the lighthouse has a clock. But we’ll tell you that here: It used to be run by the railway administration – which had an interest in informing travellers at the station opposite about the time. The lighthouse only came into the ownership of the town of Lindau in 2010. It was allowed to retain its clock. The light signal, on the other hand, which rotates 10 times per minute and flashes 20 times during stormy weather, was modified, however. Because it severely disturbed the sleep of neighbouring residents, the light shining towards the harbour was dimmed in the 1930s. Today, the spotlights are normally no longer active. Only in very poor weather conditions are they activated by radio from the Lake Constance ships.

What the lower part of the lighthouse was used for during the war, when the lake surface was completely frozen over so that even aircraft landed on it, and why Lake Constance will probably no longer exist at some point in time: All this is also written on the solid brickwork. The best way to discover it is to climb up the tower. When you do, don’t forget: “Don’t hold your head too high, it’s all wood again here!”

The bricklayer, locksmith and carpenter started with the work. As the last from the railway came the brush of the painter.”

New Lighthouse
April to September, daily 11 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Opening hours may vary depending on the weather and demand
Admission costs € 2.10 for adults and € 0.80 for children.
GUIDED TOURS FOR GROUPS
The tours through Lindau’s culture, history and tradition take place in all weathers. Public guided tours are conducted in German, no registration is required. Individual group tours are also offered by request. These must be requested and booked in advance with the tourist information office by phone or online. They last 90 minutes and are available in German, English, French, Italian and Spanish. Prices for groups of up to 30 people are € 85 (in German) or € 95 (in a foreign language) per group. The full range of guided town tours for groups can be found online at www.lindau.de/gruppenfuehrungen
When trains crossed the water ...

Many years ago, the Lake Constance ferries carried not only people, bicycles and cars, but also entire trains. The 150th anniversary of the train ferry link marks an important chapter in Lake Constance’s transport history.

Lake Constance has a shoreline that stretches for 273 kilometres – it takes about five and a half hours to circumnavigate it at a speed of 50 km/h. So it’s not surprising that people have always had a great interest in using the shorter connection – straight across the water instead of around it.

The first steamships brought travellers from one shore to the other as early as the 1830s, creating the basis for transporting people and general cargo. But with the railways that reached the region around 1850, large and heavy goods could also reach the lake increasingly quickly. At the terminal railway stations of the lakeside towns, the goods then had to be laboriously loaded onto steamships or tugboats and then unloaded again on the other side. This cumbersome procedure allowed an idea to mature in the region: Why should the containers have to be arduously unloaded from the railway wagon onto the ship, when one could simply transport the entire wagon with its load instead? The idea developed into a project, and work started on equipping the ferries with tracks. The wagons were then completely loaded onto the ship over a bridge, which could be lowered or raised depending on the water level. From then on, train ferries regularly crossed the lake, and the route network was continuously expanded. Most of the wagons were loaded with grain, fruit, wood or general cargo. The transportation of freight flourished and consolidated the regional economy, also because it optimised the international transport chain from the north down to Switzerland, Italy and southern France.

Initially, the train ferries were towed unpowered between the Bavarian town of Lindau and Romanshorn in Switzerland. A total of 16 wagons could be accommodated on their two parallel tracks. To cross the lake, these barges had to be towed – either by specially deployed tugboats or by scheduled service ships that were sailing to the destination anyway. Friedrichshafen in Baden-Württemberg was already one step ahead: The first train ferry that could sail under its own steam was launched here in the same year. The paddle steamer transported around 12,000 freight wagons in its very first year of operation. However, it also consumed huge amounts of fuel, with around 700 kilograms of coal being required for a single lake crossing. Five years later, in 1874, the Royal Bavarian State Railway also sent a steam train ferry to the lake, providing the connection between Lindau and Romanshorn with its own self-powered ship.

The ferries themselves developed more and more. In 1929, the first motor-driven ferries capable of transporting motorised vehicles as well crossed the lake. The harbour facilities were further expanded, and the ferry bridges were also electrified. After the Second World War, the Swiss Federal Railways operated two modern motorised train ferries for transporting freight wagons, cars and passengers. The ferry "Romanshorn" was launched for the first time in 1958, followed in 1966 by the "Rorschach".

But parallel to the development on the water, the connections on land were being improved as well. Water transportation had never been more economical than transportation over land – it was just faster and more practical. The end finally came in 1976. After 107 years, the ferry "Schussen" sailed from Friedrichshafen to Romanshorn on the very last train ferry service to operate on Lake Constance. Some of the ships were converted into straightforward car ferries, while the others were scrapped. A significant chapter in transport history had come to a close – which you can experience once again this year.

INTERNATIONALLY MOBILE
1869 marks two significant milestones in mobility at Lake Constance. Firstly, this year saw the opening of the first rail link along the length of the lake. The Swiss lakeside line on the southern shore now connected the Swiss towns of Romanshorn and Rorschach. New connections were also established on the water with a train ferry service that operated between Romanshorn and Friedrichshafen, as well as between Romanshorn and Lindau. Both projects will celebrate their anniversary in 2019.
On the former train ferry "Romanshorn", you can experience at first hand how freight used to be loaded and shipped. Tracks will be laid again especially for the anniversary on this ship operated by the Swiss Lake Constance shipping company SBS. The "Romanshorn" will be sailing over the anniversary weekend between Lindau and Bregenz and between Romanshorn and Friedrichshafen.

In Kreuzlingen, Switzerland, the Seemuseum will be presenting an exhibition on freight transportation across the lake, while in Romanshorn a converted freight container will offer fascinating insights into the history of transportation in the Lake Constance region and the train ferry operations. The question of how traffic on and around Lake Constance will develop by 2030 will be addressed at a symposium in Rorschach.

**150 YEARS LAKE LINES AND TRAIN FERRIES: FESTIVE WEEKEND ON MAY 4TH AND MAY 5TH, 2019**

The 150th anniversary of the train ferry services and the first railway line along the lake shoreline will be celebrated in all three border countries.

On the former train ferry "Romanshorn", you can experience at first hand how freight used to be loaded and shipped. Tracks will be laid again especially for the anniversary on this ship operated by the Swiss Lake Constance shipping company SBS. The "Romanshorn" will be sailing over the anniversary weekend between Lindau and Bregenz and between Romanshorn and Friedrichshafen.

In Kreuzlingen, Switzerland, the Seemuseum will be presenting an exhibition on freight transportation across the lake, while in Romanshorn a converted freight container will offer fascinating insights into the history of transportation in the Lake Constance region and the train ferry operations. The question of how traffic on and around Lake Constance will develop by 2030 will be addressed at a symposium in Rorschach.

**FACTS & CURiosITIES**

**THE SIX TRAIN FERRY LINES**

- Romanshorn – Lindau (1869 to 1939) approx. 23 km
- Romanshorn – Friedrichshafen (1869 to 1976) approx. 14 km
- Lindau – Constance (1873 to 1899) approx. 60 km
- Bregenz – Constance (1884 to 1917) approx. 46 km
- Romanshorn – Friedrichshafen (1884 to 1915) approx. 28 km
- Bregenz – Friedrichshafen (1884 to 1913) approx. 27 km

**PROPORTIONS OF THE LAKE CONSTANCE SHORELINE**

173 km in Germany (Baden-Württemberg 155 km, Bavaria 18 km), 28 km in Austria, 72 km in Switzerland

The Obersee, or Upper Lake, has a surface area of 473 km². It extends for 63.3 km between Bregenz and Bodman-Ludwigshafen, and is 14 km wide between Friedrichshafen and Romanshorn.

In 1936, the ship was manoeuvred a bit too quickly during loading: A freight car filled with sugar was pushed too far onto the ship and it fell into Lindau harbour.

In 1963, the train ferry services had to be temporarily halted – Lake Constance was completely frozen over.

Once railway tracks had been laid all around Lake Constance at the beginning of the 20th century, cost calculations for operating the train ferries where drawn up – with an unequivocal outcome: Transporting the wagons by ship was twice as expensive as regular overland travel by rail. However, as the route had only been developed as a single-track line and was therefore not designed to handle so much traffic, the train ferry services were retained for the time being.

Transporting the wagons by ship had another welcome side effect: Operators saved themselves the two-fold border clearance in Austria and Switzerland – and therefore not only time, but also customs duties.
Such a level crossing keeper post is a lonely job

18 signal boxes and level crossings used to be manned along the Lindau rail lines – seven are still manned today. The signalmen and level crossing keepers are familiar with the rhythm of the town.

Since Lindau was connected to the railway network in 1853, giving a boost to tourism, much has happened on the tracks. The Munich – Lindau and Lindau – Ulm lines are currently being electrified and the railway junction in Lindau is being expanded. In the midst of all these changes, however, there are some things that have existed for a very long time – the signal box on Bregenzer Strasse, for instance, which has been standing at the busy level crossing since 1911. It was built together with Reutin station between 1906 and 1911. Horst Müller worked there as a signalman for 32 years. “I worked my first shift in the box in 1972,” recalls the 77-year-old. “Working for the railway back then was a sure thing, it was a job with a future and many responsible tasks”. Knowledge of the wagon types, the signal box, the barrier system, timetables and much more besides formed the basis for his work. “We also provisionally repaired the barriers or the overhead line if they got damaged” says Horst Müller. “If anything happens today, you have to call the emergency manager at German Railways.”

Whether on workdays or holidays: The signal box is manned from early in the morning until late at night. Before each shift, the clamping mechanisms for the signals and points have to be checked: Are all the ropes on their pulleys, is one of them damaged? The signalman is also responsible for setting the points: “How often did I have to shovel everything clear in the winter,” Horst Müller recalls, “and yet you had to apply your full body weight when setting the points, it was so difficult.”

Working at the barriers day in, day out – all alone in a small concrete building where visits are forbidden. “A level crossing post is a lonely, but also a challenging job,” muses Horst Müller. A table, a chair, and a big responsibility: If you make a mistake here, it could cost people their lives. “Actually, that’s my highlight from 32 years of working: That I have never been responsible for an accident in which someone came to harm,” says Müller. He sees modern developments as progress which serve for greater safety. “Manual operation of the barriers will eventually be completely phased out, which will naturally also minimise the risk of human errors.”

Horst Müller is not homesick for “his” signal box. “I sat in there long enough, and I always knew who was standing at the tracks waiting to cross them,” he remembers. Since he retired at the age of 63, he has been the one who occasionally stands at the barriers – and knows exactly what is going on inside until the bell rings again and the barrier is raised.

Many steps towards better mobility

The new underpass on Langenweg has already significantly improved the traffic situation for the access road to Lindau island. In the next step, the level crossing at Bregenzer Straße will be removed and replaced with a pedestrian and cycle underpass. Work will start this year and should be completed by 2020.
Imaginative shapes, colourful designs

Utopian, activist, controversially discussed artist:
The new art museum in the former main post office will be showing works by Friedensreich Hundertwasser from April 5th until September 29th, 2019.
Those who imagine Lindau as being an historical jewel with a picturesque charm are certainly not wrong – yet the town offers not only a fascinating past, but also a highly entertaining present. Its diverse cultural programme makes the island in particular an attraction for guests from far and wide. Since 2011, the special exhibitions on Classic Modernism art have attracted around 450,000 visitors to Lindau’s municipal museum. As the museum closed for a complete refurbishment in autumn 2018, Lindau’s Cultural Office is housing the art museum in the former main post office for the duration of the refurbishing work. Situated on the island close to the harbour and the railway station, the building is being used for exhibition space.

The art museum is showing works by Friedensreich Hundertwasser (1928 to 2000) here from April 5th until September 29th, 2019. Under the title “Friedensreich Hundertwasser. Dreamcatcher for a more beautiful world”, the exhibition will present paintings, graphic works, architectural drawings, and a valuable knotted carpet. The precious original pieces are being loaned by the foundation “Hundertwasser Gemeinnützige Privatstiftung Wien”.

Friedensreich Hundertwasser – visionary of the future, utopian, activist and controversially discussed artist – left behind a multi-faceted oeuvre in which he often took a socially critical stance. He occupied himself intensively with themes relating to ecology and environmental protection. On his architectural projects, he strived towards more humane organic building designs in harmony with nature. Aesthetics also always played a major role, whereby since the beginning of the 1950s he had rejected geometrically straight lines as being fictional and an illusion since they do not exist in nature.

Driven by an all-encompassing idea of peace and the aspiration to beautify and improve the world with his art, he created intensely luminous, colourful works. Hundertwasser mastered and renewed many graphic techniques, used different printing processes on the same sheet, and worked with metal films and fluorescent inks. The central motif of his rich pictorial world was the spiral. At a young age, he found inspiration for his works in the paragons of the early avant-garde movement such as the Vienna Secession around Gustav Klimt or Egon Schiele, but also the great painter-poet Paul Klee. Hundertwasser developed his unique visual language as a member of the international avant-garde movement in Paris in the 1950s.

The artist’s name – Friedensreich Hundertwasser Regentag Dunkelbunt – also reveals another key theme of his entire oeuvre: his preoccupation with the elixir of life, water. Hundertwasser, who spent the rest of his life sailing the world on his ship “Regentag”, always campaigned for protection of the oceans. It is precisely the thematic reference to water in the artist’s paintings that makes Lindau, as an island in Lake Constance, Germany’s largest drinking water reservoir, a particularly suitable connecting point.

Special exhibition “Friedensreich Hundertwasser”
April 5th to September 29th, 2019:
Mon – Sun, 10 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Kunstmuseum Ehemalige Hauptpost
Maximilianstraße 52, www.kultur-lindau.de
Stage is set for cultural diversity

Musicals and marionette opera, ballet and cabaret: You can really experience a lot in Lindau.

On the island stands a centuries-old small stage in close proximity to an ultra-modern event location. International stars as well as local celebrities perform in Lindau at countless events. Lindau’s cultural programme is as diverse as its inhabitants and visitors. The most important venues are presented here – and we wish you much enjoyment and great entertainment!

**MUNICIPAL THEATRE**

The stage with probably the most varied programme is located in Lindau’s historic municipal theatre. Although it does not have its own theatre ensemble, numerous theatre performances take place here. Renowned artists such as Iris Berben and Senta Berger, as well as ensembles like the Bavarian State Opera and the Deutsche Theater Berlin, travel to the island for guest performances from all over Germany. National and international ballet companies also thrill their audiences here time and time again. The seasonal programme further has chamber concerts and cabaret events to offer. The former monastery dating from the 13th century, which was rebuilt after the Second World War, offers the perfect backdrop for all these events. The auditorium of the listed building can accommodate around 700 spectators and offers barrier-free access.

**MARIONETTE OPERA**

Opened in 1951, Lindau’s theatre has been the permanent home to the Lindau Marionette Opera – the only puppet theatre in Germany that solely puts on musical theatre performances – since the summer of 2000. The repertoire includes seven operas (e.g. “The Magic Flute”, “La Traviata” or “Carmen”), two operettas, the ballet “Swan Lake”, as well as the children’s fairy tale about the giant good-for-nothing. The marionette opera puts on around 120 performances a year, and around 400 self-made marionettes await to take to the stage. After the performances, spectators may take a look behind the stage and ask the ensemble questions. It is advisable to buy tickets as early as possible as the magical performances by the graceful puppets are quickly sold out. The minimum age for spectators is five years, the recommended age is eight years.

**INSELHALLE**

The most modern and flexible of Lindau’s stages is located in the new Inselhalle convention centre, where events of all sizes can now take place over a total area of 4,100 square metres. The programme is accordingly diverse: Musicals and ballets are performed, cabaret artists conquer the stage with their wit, multi-vision shows whisk the audience off into other worlds. The programme also includes various concerts and seasonal events. Local clubs also use the facilities for their performances. Major annual congresses such as the Lindau Psychotherapy Weeks or the Meeting of Nobel Laureates also take place in the Inselhalle.

Tickets for many of the events are available from the Tourist Information Office at Alfred-Nobel-Platz 1 or online at www.lindau.de.
Beyond the town limits. Cultural association that is renowned and loved far over Lake Constance and the entrance to Lindau island – also offers a wonderful view of culture and gambling at Lindau's casino. Exceptional events are held every month in an intimate club setting on the “CASINObühne” in the foyer. As well as comedy and cabaret, the programme also includes concerts by Swabian songwriters and dance parties, for example. The CASINO Club Nights repeatedly address themes that underline the casino's special flair and spread a unique hint of glamour. After every event, the guests are given free admission to the gaming rooms in the casino. So if you want to dress up a bit on your holiday and experience an entertaining diversity in a stylish casino. So if you want to dress up a bit on your holiday and experience an entertaining diversity in a stylish ambiance, this is the right place to come to. The prominent location of the building – right on the shore at the back of the island. Anyone looking for alternative events will be sure to find what they are looking for here – and by visiting the club will support a socio-cultural association that is renowned and loved far beyond the town limits.

**JAZZ CLUB**

The word “jazz” automatically brings up particular images in one’s mind: small bars, a relaxed atmosphere, intimate concerts. And that is precisely what awaits visitors to the jazz cellar of the inn “Zum Zecher” when it opens its doors. The small room with space for about 40 listeners offers just the right ambience for lovers of the traditional music. Organiser of the club concerts, which are put on from September to May, is the jazzclub Lindau – a non-profit-making club with a long tradition. In summer it gets a little bigger: Between June and September, the jazz club invites audiences to open-air concerts, for instance in the historic atmosphere of the Lower Schrannenplatz or at the Teresa Deufel winery. Joint events are also organised on the backstage of the municipal theatre and in the Zeughaus. Young up-and-coming bands as well as established professionals can be heard at the jazz concerts.

**CASINOBÜHNE**

Kissed by the muse, remembered by Fortuna: You can spend an entertaining evening with an enthralling mix of culture and gambling at Lindau’s casino. Exceptional events are held every month in an intimate club setting on the “CASINObühne” in the foyer. As well as comedy and cabaret, the programme also includes concerts by Swabian songwriters and dance parties, for example. The CASINO Club Nights repeatedly address themes that underline the casino’s special flair and spread a unique hint of glamour. After every event, the guests are given free admission to the gaming rooms in the casino. So if you want to dress up a bit on your holiday and experience an entertaining diversity in a stylish casino. So if you want to dress up a bit on your holiday and experience an entertaining diversity in a stylish ambiance, this is the right place to come to. The prominent location of the building – right on the shore at the entrance to Lindau island – also offers a wonderful view over Lake Constance and the mountains.

**CLUB VAUDEVILLE**

For almost 40 years, Club Vaudeville e.V. has been the cultural institution that inspires young people and the young-at-heart in particular to concern themselves with cultural and political topics. The club organises around 70 concerts a year, with the spectrum ranging from ska to punk, metal, hardcore, pop, rock, blues and rockabilly. Disco, film and poetry slam evenings, as well as cabaret events, can also be found on the programme time and time again. Club Vaudeville also organises Lindau’s town festival every year on the island and the “Umsonst und Draußen” (“Free and Outside”) event at the back of the island. Anyone looking for alternative events will be sure to find what they are looking for here – and by visiting the club will support a socio-cultural association that is renowned and loved far beyond the town limits.

**ZEUGHAUS AT SCHRANNENPLATZ**

Built at the beginning of the 16th century, throughout its history the Zeughaus has served many purposes, among other things as a theatre, military hospital and weapons arsenal. About 20 years ago it reverted to being a cabaret venue offering a stage for national and international artists. There is something for every taste at the regularly organised events. As well as concerts by acclaimed and lesser-known bands and soloists of all musical styles, cabaret artists and local theatre troupes are also frequent guests here. In the summer months, concerts also take place on the historical Schrannenplatz directly in front of the Zeughaus. In winter, you can buy exclusive creations from craftsmen, artists and designers at the Zeughaus market.

**Jazz Club Lindau – a non-profit-making club with a long tradition. In summer it gets a little bigger: Between June and September, the jazz club invites audiences to open-air concerts, for instance in the historic atmosphere of the Lower Schrannenplatz or at the Teresa Deufel winery. Joint events are also organised on the backstage of the municipal theatre and in the Zeughaus. Young up-and-coming bands as well as established professionals can be heard at the jazz concerts.**

**CLUB VAUDEVILLE**

For almost 40 years, Club Vaudeville e.V. has been the cultural institution that inspires young people and the young-at-heart in particular to concern themselves with cultural and political topics. The club organises around 70 concerts a year, with the spectrum ranging from ska to punk, metal, hardcore, pop, rock, blues and rockabilly. Disco, film and poetry slam evenings, as well as cabaret events, can also be found on the programme time and time again. Club Vaudeville also organises Lindau’s town festival every year on the island and the “Umsonst und Draußen” (“Free and Outside”) event at the back of the island. Anyone looking for alternative events will be sure to find what they are looking for here – and by visiting the club will support a socio-cultural association that is renowned and loved far beyond the town limits.

**JAZZ CLUB**

The word “jazz” automatically brings up particular images in one’s mind: small bars, a relaxed atmosphere, intimate concerts. And that is precisely what awaits visitors to the jazz cellar of the inn “Zum Zecher” when it opens its doors. The small room with space for about 40 listeners offers just the right ambience for lovers of the traditional music. Organiser of the club concerts, which are put on from September to May, is the jazzclub Lindau – a non-profit-making club with a long tradition. In summer it gets a little bigger: Between June and September, the jazz club invites audiences to open-air concerts, for instance in the historic atmosphere of the Lower Schrannenplatz or at the Teresa Deufel winery. Joint events are also organised on the backstage of the municipal theatre and in the Zeughaus. Young up-and-coming bands as well as established professionals can be heard at the jazz concerts.

You will find the websites of all the localities mentioned here under “Information from A – Z” on pages 96 – 97.

**Events in 2019**

| MARCH | 03.03. | Narrensprung | Lindau island |
| APRIL | 05.04. – 29.04. | Friedensreich Hundertwasser. Dreamcatcher for a more beautiful world | Special exhibition in the art museum in the former main post office |
| MAY | 03.05. – 05.05. | Lindau Garden Days |
| | 04.05. – 05.05. | Anniversary “150 Years Lake Lines and Train Ferries” |
| JUNE | 05.06. – 05.06. | Lindau Walking Day |
| | 09.06. – 10.06. | Arts & crafts market | Schrannenplatz |
| | 20.06. – 23.06. | Rund Um | Lindau Yacht Days |
| | | Long distance, night-time regatta all around Lake Constance |
| JUNE | 30.06. | 24th Lindau Klassik | Classic car rally |
| JULY | 07.07. – 07.07. | Komm und See | Winemakers’ Festival on Lake Constance |
| | 13.07. | 37th Lindau Town Festival |
| | 17.07. – 18.07. | Bregenz Festival | Rigoletto by Giuseppe Verdi |
| | 24.07. | Lindau’s traditional Children’s Fair |
| | 27.07. | Umsonst & Draussen (Free & Outdoors) | Back of the island |
| AUG | 03.08. – 01.09. | Lindau Oktoberfest | Ludwig-Kick-Stadte |
| SEPT | 07.09. – 08.09. | Handicrafts & Enjoyment | Schrannenplatz |
| | 21.09. – 13.10. | Apple Weeks | On Lake Constance |
| OCT | 06.10. | Sparkasse 3-Country Marathon | Start at Lindau harbour |
| | 11.10. – 13.10. | Street Food Market | Therese-von-Bayern-Platz |
| | 12.10. – 26.10. | Autumn Delights | On Lake Constance around Lindau |
| NOV | 08.11. – 11.11. | Lindau Annual Fair |
| | 29.11. – 01.12. | Zeughaus Market |
| | 21.11. – 15.12. | Lindau’s Harbour Christmas |

Thursday to Sunday from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Having opened its doors for the very first time in April 2018, the fully renovated and spacious Inselhalle convention centre was officially inaugurated on August 8th. Around 650 invited guests, among them numerous prominent figures including the Bavarian Prime Minister Dr. Markus Söder and His Royal Highness Franz of Bavaria, marked the occasion by travelling to the island town to take a look at the new building.

Located directly on the shores of Lake Constance in the border triangle of Germany, Austria and Switzerland, the new Inselhalle offers bright, light and airy conference rooms and a total capacity for 2,000 participants. Thanks to its modular room space concept, it is ideal for events of all sizes from conferences and congresses with an international appeal, trade fairs, assemblies and corporate celebrations, through to cultural events. Three combinable halls, of which the Grand Hall is the ideal venue for plenary events with up to 1,100 guests, form the heart of the convention centre. Ten new conference rooms on the ground floor, and two more on the lower floor, are grouped around this core. The modular design concept allows for 46 different layouts for events of all kinds and sizes. The rooms are naturally equipped with the very latest conference systems.

Its location right next to Lake Constance is what makes the Inselhalle so special. Whether during a coffee break looking out over the water in the Seefoyer, or a relaxed get-together in the spacious, light-flooded main foyer – here all visitors have the best view. “The spaciousness of the architecture also makes it possible to think more freely. At the same time, the large glass surfaces show off the Inselhalle’s actual trump card – its close vicinity to the old town and the lake – much better,” enthused the Mayor of Lindau, Dr. Gerhard Ecker, at the opening ceremony. And the Inselhalle, designed by Munich architects Auer Weber, is also a visual highlight of modern architecture that integrates perfectly into the island: The striking, copper-coloured polygonal roof, for instance, reflects the look of the old town roofs in Lindau.

Directly opposite the new conference and event venue is a multi-storey car park with around 400 parking spaces and numerous bicycle boxes. The 2,500 square-metre-large plaza, which was inaugurated in September 2017 under the name Therese-von-Bayern-Platz, links the car park and the Inselhalle.

The Inselhalle’s own lakeside restaurant, DECK12, also pampers guests with its organic dishes when no events are taking place. With a view of the small lake, you can enjoy both lunch and dinner – and form your own impression of Lindau’s new event location in peace and quiet.

“We are delighted to be able to continue our rich conference tradition with the new Inselhalle. With it, Lindau has acquired a sustainable congress centre that will also hold its own against the international competition.”

Dr. Gerhard Ecker, Mayor of Lindau
Lindau’s new Inselhalle is not only an architectural gem, but also a venue for high-calibre scientific events.

EXQUISITE CREATIONS & POPULAR CLASSICS

The DECK12 restaurant offers a total of 120 places inside and 130 places outside. Whether to enjoy coffee and cake on the sun deck, or dine in the modern lounge, be it in twos, in a larger group or during an event: Here you will be spoiled with seasonally inspired dishes made from regional organic ingredients. Alongside numerous meat and fish specialities, vegan and vegetarian dishes are naturally also on the menu.

Our tip: Leave the hustle and bustle of the day behind you and enjoy the sunset from the restaurant deck.

LINDAU MEETING OF NOBEL LAUREATES

Every summer, Lindau island hosts an absolutely top-calibre scientific forum: Since 1951, over 30 Nobel Prize winners have met together every year with more than 600 young scientists from all over the world. Alternating on a yearly basis, the meeting is dedicated to the three categories of the natural sciences in which the Nobel Prize is awarded: medicine, physics and chemistry. An interdisciplinary conference takes place every five years. Holders of the Prize in Economic Sciences have also been meeting every three years since 2004. Winners of the Nobel Peace Prize are regular guests in Lindau as well. The aim of these meetings is to offer a platform for the intercultural and cross-generational sharing of knowledge and experience, as well as for building networks. Lectures, round tables, panel discussions and Master Classes make up the largest part of the programme.

LINDAU PSYCHOTHERAPY WEEKS

The Lindau Psychotherapy Weeks, which have been held every year since 1950, are one the world’s biggest events in the field of psychotherapy. Around 4,000 medical and psychological psychotherapists, together with members of related professions, usually attend one of the two meeting weeks in April. Lectures, presentations and seminars stand on the programme.
The Aeschacher Bad is one of three historic stilt baths in Lake Constance, and stands in the water enthroned on more than 120 wooden posts. It was built in 1911 at a time when the authorities and doctors were campaigning in favour of lakeside bathing establishments. However, the moral and decency standards of that time required that physical activities in tight-fitting clothing could not be seen from the shore. For this reason, the back of the bathing house faces the shore and is only accessible over a jetty. The association Aeschacher Bad e. V. with its around 200 members runs the facility and assures its preservation.

Sunbathing, swimming, being happy

When the air is shimmering with heat, a swim in Lake Constance or at one of the open-air pools offers a welcome chance to cool down.
The great thing about the region around Lake Constance is that it has something suitable for every age group, and therefore also for many different needs. While some visitors would like to continue their bicycle tour or hike after a brief jump into the refreshingly cool water, others look forward to spending a long day without any obligations under a parasol. Here we have put together the best bathing possibilities for all sun worshippers and water rats.

1. **LINDENHOF BAD**
   - Open-air swimming pool with lake access on the shore west of the island of Lindau
   - Large sunbathing lawn with centuries-old trees, food and beverages available
   - Canoe and SUP board rental
   - Especially suitable for families, groups and guests with sporting ambitions; free admission
   
   Lindenhofweg 41, 88131 Lindau (D)
   www.strandcafe-lindenhof.de

2. **FREIBAD OBERREITNAU**
   - Large open-air pool with heated swimming pool and babies' pool, children's play area, food and beverages available
   - Football pitch/beach volleyball court
   - Especially suitable for families, groups and guests with sporting ambitions
   
   Parkweg 8, 88131 Lindau-Oberreitnau (D)
   www.bb-lindau.de/freibad-oberreitnau

3. **STRANDBAD NONNENHORN**
   - Outdoor pool with lake access, heated pool and paddling pool, food and beverages available
   - Beach volleyball court
   - Especially suitable for families, groups and guests with sporting ambitions
   
   Seestraße 12, 88149 Nonnenhorn (D)
   www.bodenseestrandbad.de

4. **FREIBAD AQUAMARIN**
   - Outdoor pool with lake access and heated swimming pool, children's pool, separate children's area, food and beverages available
   - Beach volleyball court
   - Especially suitable for families, groups and guests with sporting ambitions
   
   Reutener Straße 12, 88142 Wasserburg (D)
   www.aquamarin-wasserburg.de

5. **STRANDBAD BREGENZ**
   - Large open-air pool with lake access (sand/gravel bays, wooden/concrete jetties), as well as sport and multi-purpose pools, separate rest and family grass areas, food and beverages available
   - Especially suitable for families, groups, guests with sporting ambitions, and anybody looking for peace and quiet
   
   Strandweg 1, 6900 Bregenz (A)
   www.stadtwerke-bregenz.at/baeder/strandbad

6. **ALPENFREIBAD SCHEIDEGG**
   - Open-air pool with a natural pool (fed by spring water), two heated children's pools, food and beverages available
   - Playground, table tennis
   - Especially suitable for families, groups and guests with sporting ambitions
   
   Forst 113, 88175 Scheidegg (D)
   www.scheidegg.de/summer/alpenfreibad

7. **PARK LIDO AT HOTEL BAD SCHACHEN**
   - Architecturally unusual Jugendstil swimming pool with lake access and heated pool, spacious terrace, historic bathing house, food and beverages available
   - Especially suitable for those seeking peace and quiet, connoisseurs of stylish surroundings, and nostalgics
   
   Bad Schachen 1, 88133 Lindau (D)
   www.badsschachen.de/strandbad

8. **RÖMERMUS**
   - Historical swimming area with jetties on the island between the harbour and the Römerschanze, in existence since 1837
   - Open only to members of the association
   
   An der Römerschanze 1, 88131 Lindau (D)
   www.roemus.de

9. **AESCHACHER BAD**
   - Classical stilt building in the lake, to the west of Lindau island
   - Especially suitable for those seeking peace and quiet, and nostalgics
   
   Lotzbeckweg, 88131 Lindau (D)
   Tel +49 8382 23446

10. **OFF TO THE BEACH IN STYLE:**
    The Lindau bathing bag is not only practical for carrying your things, but also a nice memento of your holiday at Lake Constance. You can buy the spacious bag for just € 2.50 from the Tourist Information Office.
Captain for a day ...

A canoe trip over Lake Constance is a refreshing experience.

Being active together, having fun and experiencing adventures that you will remember for a long, long time – that belongs to a holiday as well. From the many possibilities that our region offers, here we have tried out an activity for you that is suitable for visitors of all ages: a canoe trip on Lake Constance.

The nice thing about this excursion is that you don’t have to bring much with you, but you can take an awful lot away with you. Depending on the weather, you will need good sun protection, a swimsuit, and enough to drink. Optionally, a well-stocked picnic basket, a waterproof camera and money for one (or more) supply stops ashore would be a good idea as well. “For kayak and canoe tours, we recommend a round trip around the island”, says Marvin Peter from the Kreitmeir surfing school at Eichwald lido. “The advantage of this tour is that it is a bit more strenuous on the way out, but easier coming back thanks to the thermal westerly wind. There are also several places on the shore where you can stop and get an ice cream.”

The route is almost seven kilometres in length – but don’t worry: Even inexperienced canoeists will manage it without any problems. “If you work not just with your arms, but with your whole upper body when paddling, you won’t have any aching muscles in your arms,” promises Marvin Peter. And if somebody runs out of breath on the way or the weather changes too suddenly, the canoe rental companies will be with you in the shortest possible time: “If someone calls us, we’ll either come by boat and give assistance, or we’ll pick up the canoe from the shore.”

You should plan about two and a half hours for the tour around the island – plus the time you just let yourself drift and discover what you can marvel at under, above and alongside the water. As well as little fish and many water plants, there are also large numbers of small and large water birds to see. While the ducks leisurely do their rounds, and the great crested grebes like to play hide and seek by bobbing to the surface a few metres from the boat, you should not get too close to the swans, especially if they have their offspring with them. If you get too close, they’ll react with aggressive hissing. Apart from that, the boat trip holds little risk: Depending on the season, the water is relatively shallow for most of the way. “When waves occur, it’s best to approach them at an angle of 30 degrees,” explains Marvin Peter from the surfing school. And even if you’re not so good at maths, as long as you don’t hit the waves front on or directly on the side, it’s virtually impossible to capsize. The boats are designed to be suitable for novices and are very safe.

Only in the harbour area should you exercise caution, especially during the summer season. “When you hear a ship honking its horn, you have to wait until it has passed the harbour – and then quickly paddle across,” says Marvin Peter. It’s also better to stop for a coffee or an ice cream somewhere else, for example at the Gerberschanze or at one of the two boat hires on the Kleiner See. At the back of the island, you can take a break for a swim or to watch the sunset.

If you like to travel for longer and further, you can also paddle to one of the neighbouring villages and simply drop off the canoe there. There are stopovers in Bregenz, Bad Schachen and Wasserburg. You can then return by bus or train, or take one of the ships of the White Fleet from where you can wave in passing to the other water sports enthusiasts.

RENTAL STATIONS
Not just canoes and kayaks, but also surfboards and boards for stand-up paddling (SUP), can be rented from Kreitmeir Surfschule, Affusbandt Outdoor GmbH and at Lindenhofbad.

For all details and addresses, please refer to “Information from A–Z”, pages 96–97.
A WINDY SPECTACLE: THE "RUND UM" SAILING REGATTA

The 'Rund Um', which takes place in Lindau, is the biggest sailing event on Lake Constance. Over 400 sailing boats compete each year to cover the challenging route across the lake as fast as possible. It's special characteristic: The mass start from Lindau harbour heading westwards into the setting sun, with the boats being underway all night. The prize for this long-distance race organised by the Lindauer Segler-Club is the Blue Riband of Lake Constance. An entertainment programme with a maritime flea market and music is provided for the spectators on land. The 2019 "Rund Um" will be taking place from June 20th until June 23rd.
Three countries, one lake – a lot of fun!

Switzerland, Austria, Allgäu, shoreline:
Lindau is the ideal starting point for a wealth of excursions.

The mix makes the difference: From Lindau, you can reach places worth visiting quickly and easily. Whether you are interested in historical buildings, modern museums or natural highlights – the region is perfect for a varied holiday. Many of the popular excursion destinations are within easy reach by bicycle, train or boat.

1 PFÄNDER: MOUNTAIN EXPERIENCE
The local mountain for the residents of Bregenz is always well worth a visit. At an altitude of 1,064 metres, families will find a large playground and a panoramic map with interactive elements. Many animals including dwarf goats, ibexes and mouflons can be observed in the alpine wildlife park. You can enjoy a snack with a view in the restaurant or at one of the nearby pubs. In winter, you will find prepared cross-country trails for skiers and snowboarders, as well as a toboggan run.

2 BREGENZ
The state capital of Vorarlberg in Austria has much more to offer than just the largest lake stage in the world. For example, there is the upper town, which was built in the 13th century. The imposing Martins-turm tower from 1599, the Deuringschlösschen, the Capuchin monastery and the parish church of St. Gallus are worth taking a look at. In the lower town, you can admire contemporary works in the Kunsthau (KUB) art gallery, or gain an insight into the history of Vorarlberg in the Landesmuseum. Highly acclaimed performances can be seen regularly at the theatre at Kornplatz, which is also of architectural interest.

3 ISLE OF FLOWERS, MAINAU / CONSTANCE
The island of Mainau attracts visitors with its abundance of flowers. Part of the town of Constance, covering an area of 45 hectares it is the third largest island in Lake Constance. This Mediterranean oasis is owned by the noble Bernadotte family from Sweden. Orchids and a sea of tulips bloom in the spring, while in summer the Italian rose garden shows itself in all its splendour. From the end of August, around 12,000 dahlias create fireworks of colours and shapes.

4 DORNIER AND ZEPPELIN MUSEUM
The two best-known museums in Friedrichshafen promise a hands-on experience of pioneering spirits. The Zeppelin Museum presents faithful reconstructions of parts of the “Hindenburg”, and reveals interesting facts about the airships. Interest facts from the history of air and space travel can be found at the Dornier Museum, where you can get a little closer to fulfilling your dream of flying.

5 WESTALLGÄU WATERWAYS
Water in all its forms is a fascination for young and old alike. You can discover the full diversity of this vital element on the Westallgäu waterways. 31 hiking trails lead to idyllic ponds and enchanted marshes, rushing streams and raging waterfalls. Along the paths, you will find historical mills and sawmills, as well as lots of interesting facts about the respective stops and their surroundings.

6 INATURA, DORNBERN
Understanding how nature works – this can be taken literally at the “inatura” experience and discovery museum, where touching and feeling is explicitly desired. Children and adults visiting this interactive exhibition in Dornbirn can look forward to experiencing nature with all their senses. They can take a close look at animals and plants in their many different habitats, and discover phenomena from the world of physics in the Science Zones.

**TIP** | The BSB Kombiticket includes both the boat trip as well as the ascent and descent with the Pfänderbahn cable car (availability: Tourist Information Office, Lindau harbor).

**TIP** | Train tickets to Bregenz are cheaper at the Austrian Rail (ÖBB) ticket machines than from Deutsche Bahn.

**TIP** | The BSB Kombiticket includes the boat trip as well as admission to the island of Mainau (availability: Tourist Information Office, Lindau harbor). During the summers, there are fast regular ship services between Lindau and Constance.

**TIP** | With the Kombi-Ticket you can visit both exhibitions at a reduced price (on sale in both museums).

**TIP** | Well worth seeing is the waterfall in Schenegg: Here the Rickenbach tumbles over two mighty rock steps from heights of 12 and 14 metres into the valley.

**TIP** | With the family bonus card, you will only pay half-price for a repeat visit within twelve months.
The treetop path offers a fantastic view of the Alpine foothills. About 500 metres long, the path takes you over hanging bridges and observation platforms between the forest trees. A barefoot path, a dexterity trail and two nature trails also invite you to explore the forest.

**Tip**
In addition to one of the two nature discovery trails, the Skywalk is also barrier-free and accessible by lift, making it ideal for families with pushchairs or for physically challenged people.

Can you imagine seeing six different countries from just one mountain? On the Säntis in eastern Switzerland, in clear weather conditions you can do just that. The highest elevation in the Lake Constance region with a height of 2,502 metres, it can be easily ascended by cable car. Concerts, sunrise trips and other events stand on the programme depending on the season.

**Tip**
During the summer months, the Funk bus company offers day trips from Lindau to the Säntis (availability: Tourist Information Office).

A visit to the Affenberg, or Monkey Mountain, in Salem is great fun not just for younger visitors. Roughly 200 Barbary apes live here in a forest area covering 20 hectares, and can be observed on a walk around the grounds. Whether they are sitting on a railing and staring with curiosity at the visitors, dangling in the trees, or wildly running around on piggy-back – watching these primates, which originate from Morocco and Algeria, is both entertaining and informative.

**Tip**
You can take the Erlebnisbus from here directly to the Lake Dwelling Museum in Unteruhldingen.

The 25 hectare-large leisure park with its eight different theme worlds is aimed in particular at children of between two and twelve years of age. Among the highlights are the "Maus und Elefant Erlebniswelt" and an adventure trip with Captain Blau Bär. Alongside the many rides, visitors can also look forward to a traffic school with electric cars, as well as the chance to make their own chocolate.

**Tip**
You will pay less with the family week ticket (only available from the Ravensburger Spieleland online shop).

You can visit many of the most popular excursion destinations with the BodenseeErlebniskarte (Lake Constance discovery ticket) for a reduced price or even free of charge. Around 170 participating partners make the card a worthwhile investment. Depending on the season (summer or winter) and your interests, you can choose between the categories "Landratten" ("Landlubbers"), "Seebären" ("Seadogs") and "Sparfüchse" ("Smart spenders"). All categories are available respectively for 3, 7 or 14 days. The BodenseeErlebniskarte is available from the Tourist Information Office at Alfred-Nobel-Platz 1.
hose who want to explore the Lake Constance region from the saddle can choose from numerous biking tours: Flat, well-developed cycle paths along the lake, narrow roads through the hilly hinterland, challenging trails with formidable elevation profiles – Lindau is the perfect starting point for every aspiration.

We would like to introduce you to a tour that is also achievable for the less experienced and has its own charms in the off-season as well: an excursion to the lakes Degersee and Schleinsee.

From Lindau, you first pass through Schönau, where you may well come across tractors loaded with fruit. The fruit juice manufacturer Lindauer Fruchtsäfte has its company headquarters here in a side road. Depending on the season, several tons of fruit are delivered daily for processing into around 90 different kinds of fruit juice. Shortly after leaving the village you will see the first of many apple orchards that you can discover on this tour. Through the fields, the route climbs along narrow, winding roads, whereby the ascents are for the most part gentle and easy to master. At regular intervals, farm shops with fresh produce or small benches at the roadside tempt you to take a breather. Once you have passed a giant old walnut tree, you’ve done it: The Degersee invites you to rest and relax. On the spacious sunbathing lawns of the two bathing beaches, it stays pleasant even in high summer thanks to the shade from the trees, while young guests can let off steam on the playground. A restaurant with a comprehensive menu, together with sanitary facilities, can be found in the Degersee-Stube. Those travelling by e-bike can “refuel” at one of the two charging stations here.

A leap into the lake is a must in summer – and is by all means possible through into the autumn since the 30-hectare-large lake warms up early in the year and doesn’t cool down for months to come. The water quality is also excellent and is checked every two weeks.

If you decide to continue your journey, you can visit the somewhat smaller Schleinsee. Some advance route planning is recommended here since the mobile phone reception can be limited in this landscape conservation area with its many forested areas, which means that online navigation services are not always accessible. Narrow roads meander over hills and through fields where apples, pears, plums and hops grow. Having arrived in Nitzenweiler and at Schleinsee, next to the small church you will find a farm with a large beer garden, where you can fortify yourself for the journey home. Depending on when you plan your visit, you can stop off at the corn labyrinth, which opens as soon as the plants are tall enough.

The route continues downhill towards Lake Constance, where you can stop for a swim in Kressbronn or take a walk along the pretty beach promenade. You ride back to Lindau on the level along the lake shoreline.

Whether in the spring for the fruit blossom, on warm summer days or in the golden autumn: This tour offers you a wonderful blend of meadows, woods, water and panoramic views. There are plenty of possibilities in Lindau and the surrounding area for renting bicycles. The local hire stations offer a broad range of bikes with fair charges.

For an overview of the bike hires in Lindau, please refer to “Information from A – Z”, pages 96 – 97

---

**Meadows, forests, water – cycling is a joy here**

Discover the region’s beauty at your own pace by bike.
LAKE CONSTANCE CYCLE TRAIL
ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR CYCLE TRAILS IN CENTRAL EUROPE

This trail meanders around the lake, almost always close to the shore, and past the best known highlights in the region: the island and garden town of Lindau, Bregenz with its Pfänder cable car, the Rhine Falls at Schaffhausen, Mainau or the isle of flowers, the World Heritage island of Reichenau, the council city of Constance, and the pilgrimage church in Birnau.

The mainly flat trail is extremely suitable for beginners and families.

Distance | approx. 284 km
Cumulative elevation | approx. 280 m
Duration | approx. 24 h (pure cycling time)

PANORAMA CYCLE TRAIL
BEST VIEWS OF LINDAU, LAKE CONSTANCE AND THE SURROUNDING AREA

Along the shores of Lake Constance, this route leads from Lindau, via Wasserburg and Nonnenhorn into the Lindau hinterland, and on to Bodolz. Comfortable chairs invite riders to relax at seven different points along the route. The tour is suitable for moderately fit persons and e-bike riders. If you find the going too strenuous, there are three railway stations along the route where you can catch a train back.

Distance | approx. 26 km
Cumulative elevation | approx. 250 m
Duration | approx. 3 h (pure cycling time)

TOUR IN THE BORDER TRIANGLE BY SHIP AND BIKE
A LOT OF EXERCISE AND NO END OF NATURE

A ship from the White Fleet will take you from Lindau to Rorschach in Switzerland in about 70 minutes. You then cycle back along the shoreline along a flat and easily negotiable route. Having crossed the Rhein-delta nature reserve, you can then stop off in Austrian Bregenz.

Distance | approx. 35 km
Cumulative elevation | approx. 30 m
Duration | approx. 2 h (pure cycling time) plus approx. 1h 10 min by boat

LAKE CONSTANCE-KÖNIGSSEE CYCLE TRAIL
A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE FOR THOSE WITH ENOUGH TIME AND FITNESS

This challenging route leads from Lindau through the Allgäu region, along numerous Bavarian lakes on the edge of the Alps, through to the Königssee lake at the foot of the Watzmann mountain. Practically all of this long-distance cycle trail is in hilly countryside. Experienced cyclists will need three to five days to complete it. Sights along the way include the castles Neuschwanstein and Hohenschwangau, the salt mine in Bad Reichenhall, together with a total of twelve lakes.

Distance | approx. 418 km
Cumulative elevation | approx. 4,000 m
Duration | approx. 40 h (pure cycling time)

The most popular tours in the region are briefly described here. More detailed descriptions and other routes can be found at www.lindau.de/radfahren
Luitpoldpark on the West Island

Stroll along the lake shore, lie on the meadow and watch the clouds, play a round of table tennis, bathe in the lake, and later enjoy the sunset down to the last rays with a glass of wine – all this you can do on the western part of the island, also called the “Hintere Insel” (or “Back Island”) by the local people. The extensive area offers enough space for all, and is a wonderful place to linger at all times of the day and year. The Regional Horticultural Show will be taking place here in 2021. You can already follow the first measures being taken on the way to realising this important event for the region. Several rare trees, such as a corkscrew robinia and a dawn redwood, can now be seen in Luitpoldpark. Contrary to its name, this tree is still quite young and belongs to the family of swamp cypress plants.
What makes a holiday really relaxing is the absence of one thing or the other. The time pressures of everyday life give way to a relaxed equanimity; instead of having to achieve goals, you simply let yourself drift. Let your thoughts and eyes wander, concentrate on yourself, and simply enjoy the present moment – many people do this particularly well surrounded by green nature.

That’s why we are more than happy to tell you where to find the most beautiful natural oases on Lindau island. Each of these places offers different points of view and perspectives – and therefore has its own special charm.

**MUNICIPAL GARDENS AT THE KLEINER SEE**

The lake bridge leading onto the island has a roundabout at both ends, which are decorated from the spring through to the autumn with great dedication and creativity by the staff of the gardening and civil engineering departments. Arriving on the island, the colourful flora continues directly on the right hand side: The municipal garden turns green and blooms in a lush diversity. Together with the beautifully arranged flowerbeds, exotic plants such as ginkgo trees, palm trees, banana trees and magnolias can also be admired here. The fountains of the Sternbrunnen form an accomplished transition to the view of the so-called Kleiner See. A metal relief of Lindau also offers an interesting bird’s eye perspective of the town and a good overview.

**MAXIMILIANSCHANZEN AT THE CASINO**

You can also relax in green surroundings to the left of the lake bridge: Although the Maximiliansschanze breakwater and the surrounding park are just a few hundred metres away from the municipal garden, they offer totally different viewpoints of the lake. From here you can see the neighbouring town of Bregenz, as well as the Austrian and Swiss Alps. On the meadow with access to the lake, old chestnuts and mourning elm trees provide shady relief in the summer – this is a nice spot for a picnic and a refreshing swim.

**RÖMERSCHANZEN**

If you are looking for an unusual view of the harbour ensemble for your souvenir photos, we recommend a detour to the Römerschanze. From here, you can not only admire the lion and the lighthouse from a completely different angle, you can also take a look at the Römerbad, home to a bathing club where sun worshippers and bathers have been meeting since 1839. Originally constructed as a defensive bulwark, the planted redoubt is yet another little jewel on the island.

---

**INFORM YOURSELF ONLINE – STROLL AROUND OFFLINE**

You can read about many of Lindau’s green areas on the internet before you visit the town.

- The garden culture trail leads you over the island and around the mainland:
  - www.lindau.de/dossier/parks-gaerten
- The “Lindavia Magazin” presents Lindau and its gardens:
  - www.lindau.de/bestellung-lindavia-magazin
- A botanical garden tour (Easter to September) can be booked by groups online:
  - www.lindau.de/dossier/botanischer-inselrundgang
- Information about the 14th Garden Days (May 3rd – 5th, 2019) can be found here:
  - www.lindau.de/gartentage-lindau

---

**SPECTACULARLY BEAUTIFUL FOR CENTURIES: LINDENHOF PARK**

Resplendent old trees, architecturally impressive villas, stunning views: Lindenhofpark is the perfect place to take a walk, relax and unwind. This expansive area on the lake shore in Bad Schachen dates from the middle of the 19th century. At the request of the Lindau merchant Friedrich Gruber, the renowned garden designer Maximilian Friedrich Weyhe transformed the existing meadows and orchards into a gigantic landscape garden. The impressive ensemble with the stately villa and perfectly designed park has been owned by the town of Lindau since 1956, and is open to the public all year round. Here you can discover a 35 metre-high Douglas fir, a giant mammoth tree, an arbor vitae or tree of life, and a California incense cedar. The park with its around seven hectares is also home to the “Friedensräume” (“Peace Rooms”) museum, where visitors can interactively occupy themselves with the themes of peace and justice.
A beautiful natural paradise worth protecting

In the Mehrerauer Seeufer – Bregenzer-Ach-Mündung nature reserve, you can marvel at plants and animals that have become extinct elsewhere.

The Austrian town of Bregenz is internationally renowned and famous for its lake stage, but few visitors know that there is another rare jewel hidden right on the edge of the town: the Mehrerauer Seeufer – Bregenzer-Ach-Mündung nature reserve. Dense riparian forests, vast wet meadows and gentle gravel shores invite you to take long walks here. Plants and animals unique to this locality can also be discovered here.

The Bregenzer Ach – also called the Ache or Bregenzerach – is a mountain river of about 67 kilometres in length. Flowing through the Austrian province of Vorarlberg, every year it washes around 256,000 cubic metres of sand and suspended matter and 7,000 cubic metres of gravel into Lake Constance. In doing so, over the centuries the Ach has created a fascinatingly diverse landscape: The estuary delta is the habitat for numerous rare plants and animals, some of which are threatened with extinction.

Probably the most famous plant in the nature reserve is the Bodensee-Vergissmeinnicht, or Lake Constance forget-me-not, a relic from the Ice Age which was widespread after the glaciers melted. The glacial lakes and scree fields of that time offered similar conditions as the gravel shores of today’s Lake Constance – a barren but perfect habitat for the small, delicate blue plant. Thanks to the plant and the diverse habitats at the Bregenzer-Ach estuary, the Mehrerau lake shoreline was declared a Natura 2000 site, i.e. a European protected area.

Another truly special plant has also found a habitat on the gravel shores of Lake Constance: the Strandschmiele-Gesellschaft, or Deschampsietum rhenanae. This rather inconspicuous grass with fluffy white bonnets is almost extinct everywhere else in the world, yet it can still be found on the monthly flooding shores of Lake Constance.

A host of interesting animals can often be observed between the rare plants. Among the typical inhabitants of the gravel shoreline are the common tern and the moor blue, a pretty butterfly that can be recognised by its blue-grey colour. Both species are threatened with extinction in central Europe. The river runner and the river plover are also endangered species. The wading birds, which breed in the vegetation-poor gravel, are threatened not only by high water, but also by inattentive walkers and free-running dogs.

When you visit this wonderful nature spot, please be considerate of its inhabitants and observe the local protection regulations. Give the animals the peace and quiet they need – and enjoy being able to marvel at fauna and flora that cannot be found in this combination anywhere else in the world.
Indescribably delicious

Café Vogler on Lindau island has been producing fine chocolate for decades – a visit to a family business with a long tradition.

aura Wahl has been standing in the winding confectionery bakery since half past six in the morning – outside at the window it’s warm, inside it’s even warmer. “It’s a bit difficult with chocolate,” she says, carefully stirring the viscous mass with a wooden spoon. “In summer, you only have a short time window to get the right temperature. And now…” – she lifts the spoon to her top lip – “now I have to heat it up to the right temperature again.” The 21-year-old confectioner has three litres of liquid chocolate in front of her, which barely an hour later have been transformed into dozens of Lake Constance fish and little island chocolate bars filled with nougat. Heat the chocolate coating, stir, allow it to cool down, stir, heat it up again, fill the moulds, wipe off the excess, knock out the air bubbles, allow it to cool down, prepare the next layer of chocolate. Many work steps, hand movements and much finesse are required before the finished products are ready for the sales counter. “The handicraft you learn during the apprenticeship – later you develop a feeling for the right timing,” explains Laura. While she carries the bowls back and forth between the gas stove, tempering surface and refrigerator, her two colleagues stand before other sweet challenges. “Close the window for a moment, otherwise the icing sugar on the plum cake will fly away,” Kathi shouts. With full concentration, Elke cuts cake bottoms into filigree layers.

“We have a really good crew of girls here,” says boss Daniela Vogler, “they enjoy and are passionate about what they do.” And it was also passion that motivated today’s owner to continue the almost 60-year-long family tradition of Café Vogler. A 120-year-old house that has always accommodated a café and bakery, chocolate moulds that have been in family ownership for generations: Tradition, modernity and a love for the local region come together here. The dried fruits in the chocolates come from a Lindau fruit farm, while the unusual, colourful packaging is designed by an artist from the island. “Our chocolates also symbolise our appreciation for Lindau,” says Daniela Vogler, “and that’s why they are such popular souvenirs for visitors.” Be they from Asia or Aalen: Anyone standing at the counter here is really spoilt for choice with the selection of around 30 different chocolates and over 20 types of truffles. “That’s the great thing about chocolate: Not only does it make you happy when you eat it, it also makes you feel happy when you manufacture it,” laughs Daniela Vogler, who still has plenty of ideas for expanding the range. She always comes up with new ideas for her lunch menus and the many cakes and tarts as well. “Sometimes I have to slow myself down so that the assortment doesn’t grow out of all proportions,” she laughs, only to start talking straight away about a new project that likewise revolves around chocolate.

Meanwhile, in the kitchen Laura has put the bowls of chocolate to one side. She treats herself to a short break – and bites into her sandwich with relish. “When you’re always working with sweet things, you’re glad when you can eat some meatballs.”

“Chocolate doesn’t just make you happy when you eat it – making it triggers a feeling of happiness as well,” says Daniela Vogler, owner of Café Vogler on Lindau island.
Michael Bode | We live in an exceptionally beautiful region that has an incredible amount to offer in culinary terms – we should enjoy it with all our senses! And by “we” I obviously also mean the guests who come here for their holidays.

Then let’s get started: What makes the Lake Constance region and its products so exceptional?

Michael Bode | Where should I begin? There is, of course, the diversity of the landscape. The lake as a habitat for many species of fish, the hinterland with its orchards and vineyards, the lush green meadows and pastures, the alpine huts of the Allgäu region. Everywhere nature offers us an abundance of ideal conditions for manufacturing products of a truly high quality. And our producers take advantage of precisely this diversity – we should enjoy it with all our senses! And by “we” I obviously also mean the guests who come here for their holidays.

How does it differ from other areas that enjoy similar conditions?

Michael Bode | Our producers did not just begin using the optimum natural conditions when terms like organic, sustainability and transparent processes were everyone’s lips again. Here, it is often the case that several generations have been working together on the farms for many decades, bringing together tradition and expertise. Many of them do everything themselves, from the production to the marketing and sales, etc. They are all hooked on their products and above all quality. If you ask such people a question, you get an entire book in response – because they are masters of their profession who know exactly what they are doing! And because they do it out of conviction. Out of love for nature, and with plenty of heart and soul. And that’s what they have to do, by the way, because it is very rare for people to get rich from it.

If not rich, then perhaps at least famous?

Michael Bode | In some cases, local producers have indeed made it to the top of their industry and successfully established themselves on the premium market. Which is really remarkable, because something like that can only be accomplished with excellent quality and sustainability. Many family-run farms are developing up to an ever higher level due to their relatively small areas and flat economic structures. And I’m sure that the “wild youngsters” – the generation running the farms today – will continue to develop our region enormously even more where quality is concerned. For example, the fact that wineries from our region are perceived nationally and even internationally is not only evidence of an immense pioneering spirit, but also of tremendous diligence and stamina.

What is your contribution as ambassador for enjoyment and wine culture guide?

Michael Bode | I see it – together with many other protagonists here in the region – as my task to create awareness for high-quality food. And the best way to create this awareness is by imparting knowledge.

So you want visitors to learn something during their holidays?

Michael Bode | Don’t worry, that happens all by itself because the knowledge offered here is fun and a very emotional experience. Have you ever been out on the lake at dawn with a fisherman? Have you ever sat with the farmer on the rattling tractor when he picks up the apples? Have you ever had the smell of huge wooden barrels in ancient wine cellars in your nose? Believe me, those are experiences that enthral and are not easily forgotten. And it is precisely such experiences that create an appreciation for the products, which one then regards with completely different eyes. By the way, this applies to both adults and children. Once you’ve stroked the cow that gives the milk for the cheese and experienced how many steps it takes to get the cheese onto the plate, and when you realise that by buying this piece of cheese you’re supporting a farming family – then you’ll see and taste the difference between the food you buy quickly in the supermarket and what local producers offer on their doorstep.

A true cornucopia for connoisseurs

We talked to Michael Bode about what makes the Lake Constance region so special for connoisseurs – and what you definitely shouldn’t miss as a holidaymaker.
IT GETS BETTER FROM WINERY TO WINERY: KOMM UND SEE
On July 5th and 6th, 2019, twelve wineries between Lindau and Nonnenhorn will be inviting visitors to their ‘Komm und See’ wine festival. Taste exquisite wines from their cellars and enjoy barbecued dishes and live music.

FOLLOWING THE CALL OF BACCHUS
From June to August, Lindau’s winegrowers offer tours around their vineyards and wine cellars – including tasting, of course. The meeting point is every Thursday at 5 p.m. at the village fountain in Schönau opposite the “Schönau” bus stop. The tours cost 5 euros per person and take place in every weather; no registration is necessary. Individual appointments for larger groups can be arranged directly with the winemakers themselves.

RÄDLE
A “Rädle” is a seasonal wine tavern run by a farm or winery where you can enjoy a snack together with wine or cider produced by the proprietor. It’s special characteristic: A “Rädle” is only permitted to open during a time frame of four months split into two contiguous time periods. In Lindau there are three such wine taverns: The Schönauer Rädle at Obsthof Äbgl, the Rädle at Weingut Haug, and the Degelstein run by Teresa Deufel.

Which events or even locations can you recommend in particular?

Michael Bode | The great thing is that there is something on offer all year round: Enjoyment is possible at any time of the year. It begins in the spring with the fruit blossom – wandering through the orchard meadows or a picnic in the vineyard becomes a real feast for the eyes. In the summer and autumns, the offer is particularly large – be it a visit to a seasonal wine tavern, a herb hike, wine festivals such as the “Komm und See”, or the Apple Weeks and Autumn Delights events. And even in winter you can indulge yourself with true culinary delights, for example at a fondue evening in a wine cellar, on a visit to an alpine dairyman’s farm, or by making your own cheese. My experience has been that many guests say at the end of their holiday that it was far too short – because there is so much to discover and enjoy here. There’s no better way to compliment a region, is there?
A blaze of colour and rich enjoyment

Autumn has many beautiful sides – and you can savour them at Lake Constance.
Before the winter arrives, you can have one more really great time at the lake. The Apple Weeks offer the ultimate freshness kick where you can enjoy vitamins in many variations.

LAKE CONSTANCE APPLE WEEKS
No matter where you live, at some point you will have probably taken a tasty bite from a crispy fresh apple from the Lake Constance region. Over 250,000 tons of apples are harvested annually here by around 2,000 farmers. 20 varieties ripen during the summer in orchards spread across approximately 7,000 hectares. Germany’s favourite fruit has been cultivated here for many centuries, and today represents an important economic factor.

No wonder, then, that numerous events are dedicated to the apple in autumn. Around 20 locations along the lake will be involved in the Lake Constance Apple Weeks between September 21st and October 13th, 2019. At the peak of the harvest season, you can experience with all your senses just how diverse the apple theme can be. Watch how cider is made, test apple creations with an intensive taste on a cooking course, or accompany a fruit grower at the harvest.

You can then test how good the local products taste in the numerous restaurants that offer special menus during the Autumn Delights weeks. The barbecue master Klaus Winter, known from television shows, invites you to the “Barbecue Basics”. With the appropriate musical accompaniment, for example at the “Essen und Tschässen” event in Nonnenhorn, the dinner becomes an experience for all the senses. By the way: Many hotels offer attractive accommodation packages during the Autumn Delights weeks, so it’s definitely worth taking a look on the internet beforehand!

ENJOY YOURSELVES!
In 2019, the annual fair will be taking place on November 8th – 11th. The merchants’ market is open daily from 10 a.m. to 7.30 p.m. The amusement rides run from 10 a.m. to 9.45 p.m. Monday is Family Day with discounted prices for the rides.

LINDAU ANNUAL FAIR
While in many towns and villages in Germany the annual fair has already taken place during the spring and summer months, in Lindau the hustle and bustle doesn’t begin until November. The reason for this is the festival’s long tradition. In the middle of the 17th century, there were originally two fairs – one in the spring and one in the autumn. At that time, merchants brought many goods to the island that were otherwise not available or only with difficulty. The local people and other visitors to the Krämermarkt held after All Saints’ Day therefore mainly stocked up with everyday necessities.

And even today, the fair is still a good opportunity to stroll around and do some shopping, enjoy culinary delights and take part in the high-spirited celebrations. Every year, around 180 merchants, 60 showmen and thousands of visitors provide for a bustling and lively atmosphere on the island over the four days.

The stalls of the flying merchants are lined up one after the other from the pedestrian zone down to the churches on the market square. Practical household goods, colourful toys, pretty decorative items or unusual craftsmanship – everyone will find something to their liking here.
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Quality, not quantity

Discover exclusive boutiques, exceptional shops and charming cafés as you stroll around the island.

The island’s 230-metre-long boulevard, Maximilianstrasse, is lined with colourful patrician houses accommodating many shops selling well-known brands. From the pedestrian zone, small and frequently narrowly twisting paths take you, as far as the architecture is concerned, back to times long past. And yet in these side streets can be found numerous contemporary boutiques with an often unusual assortment.

For example, the romantic Zitronengasse not only offers a home for culinary pleasures, but also attracts visitors to a lovingly arranged flower shop with colourful plants. Likewise colourful and cheerful is the art studio at Paradiesplatz, where many one-off, hand-painted items are on sale. At a gallery just a few metres further on, at the foot of the Diebsturm tower, you will find exceptional photographic views of the lake. Unusual headgear plays the leading role in Ludwigstrasse, while in Fischergasse paper lovers will find a small, yet fine manufactory for handmade items. In some shops you can watch how the products are made, for example at the stone workshop in Burggasse, which creates designs from pebbles from Lake Constance.

There are also many unusual pieces to discover in the island’s antiquarian bookshops and second-hand shops. The new season often sees one or the other new arrival, so that a shopping trip around Lindau’s old town will never be a boring one. The town with its medieval architecture is also extremely contemporary in one important respect: Many retailers attach great importance to a sustainable and responsible production of their assortment. Nevertheless, the wares in many of the exclusive boutiques are cheaper than the top quality presentation would suggest. Looking doesn’t cost anything, so don’t steer clear of the small shops!

If you are looking for an even bigger choice, you may find it in Lindaupark on the mainland: The shopping centre with its around 40 shops is an attraction for young and old, especially on weekends and during the holiday season.

Regardless of whether you want to treat yourself to something beautiful or find truly special gifts for your loved ones: In Lindau, you will find individual products to give lasting pleasure.

**MARKET HOURS**

**Tuesdays:** Mainland, Aeschach / car park “Auf der Lärche”, 8 a.m. to 12.30 p.m. (all year round)
**Wednesdays:** Lindau island / market square, 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. (April to October)
**Saturdays:** Lindau island / market square, 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. (all year round)
Arrive, switch off, recharge your batteries

Wellness with a view of the mountains and the lake is a great way to relax.

We live in hectic times – and oases of peace and relaxation are especially important in such times. Do something good for yourself, and take the opportunity to regenerate and recharge your batteries.

A wellness holiday in Lindau – especially in the cold and dark months of the year – is a balm for the body and soul. The view over the expanse of Lake Constance, the pleasant warmth of a sauna, the relaxation after a massage or cosmetic treatment. You can enjoy all this on both the island and the mainland. The following hotels invite you to their spa areas, where day guests are also very welcome.

The renowned Hotel Bayerischer Hof is situated directly at Lindau harbour. It has not only an indoor pool, but also a spacious relaxation area on two floors. From here you have a fascinating view of the lake and the harbour entrance. As well as a sauna, the hotel’s wellness area also has a steam bath, a caldarium and a Kneipp foot basin. The heated outdoor pool invites you to a swim during the summer months.

You can enjoy a break from everyday life close to the sky at Hotel Helvetia on the lakeside promenade. The exclusive Alpine lounge sauna and roof-top Infinity outdoor pool are ultra-modern, aesthetically pleasing oases of tranquillity. Inside the hotel, the Japanese ZEN Lounge and the White Lounge with its indoor Onsen active pool and anemone temple await you.

Those looking for a retreat with a view of the Austrian and Swiss alpine panorama will feel at home at Hotel Bad Schachen. Surrounded by an expansive park with old trees, this family-run hotel, now in its seventh generation, offers a wellness area covering over 1,000 m². In addition to a Finnish sauna and a bio-sauna, a Rasul and a brine steam bath invite you to healthy relaxation. Guests can exercise in the hotel’s indoor swimming pool and fitness room.

On the Hoyenberg, idyllically situated in the midst of old apple tree plantations, Hotel Villino awaits guests seeking peace and quiet. The Relais & Châteaux Hotel built in the style of an Italian country house has a 400 m²-large wellness and beauty area. Designed with an oriental ambience, you can choose from numerous individual wellness offers.

In addition to all the offers described above, one thing is always free – namely the fresh, healthy lake air, which you can enjoy just by walking along the shore or through one of the many parks. Sometimes it is the simple things in life that do the most good.
Dreamlike scenery, romantic atmosphere: Lindau’s Harbour Christmas has its own, truly special charm.

Some seasons are inextricably linked with a special atmosphere. One of them is the pre-Christmas season. The anticipation of the holidays, the mix of bustling activity, cheerful get-togethers and quiet, contemplative moments – all this makes the weeks before the festival so unique.

In Lindau, the weeks leading up to Christmas are especially atmospheric. When the narrow island streets shine with warm lights and many houses are festively decorated, every walk turns into a romantic experience.

A visit to the Lindau harbour Christmas should not be missed. The unique backdrop and the attention to detail make this Christmas market one of the most beautiful in the country. Snow-capped mountains rise majestically in the distance, the town’s lights reflect in the water of Lake Constance. Along the promenade, there are small wooden huts with tasteful gift articles, exquisite handicraft products or unusual art creations on offer. The motto at the market stalls – as in many boutiques on the island – is “quality, not quantity”: Fair trade goods and regional products make shopping for gifts a lasting pleasure. If you are looking for unusual and individual gifts, you will be certain to find what you are looking for here. On the first Advent weekend, you can also discover all kinds of handmade items at the small, yet fine market at the Zeughaus.

You can also spoil yourself with seasonal culinary delights – and then have Father Christmas take you around the island in a rickshaw. On the harbour stage, various artists perform on all the days of Advent, spreading festive cheer with music and dance.

Let yourself be inspired and fascinated during the Advent season – and above all: Take your time. Because that’s exactly what these weeks are all about, namely to savour those special moments – be it with the family, with friends, or, for once, consciously by yourself. You are very warmly welcome to Lindau for your own personal moments of contemplation.

**FULL OF ANTICIPATION THROUGH ADVENT**

The 2019 Lindau Harbour Christmas will be taking place from Thursday to Sunday on November 21st – December 15th. The sales stands at the harbour will be open from 11 a.m. until 9 p.m. The Tourist Information Office will also be open on each Saturday and Sunday during the Advent season from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
CLASSIFICATION

Meaning of the stars for holiday homes and private accommodation

H/P ★
Overall adequately equipped with simple comfort. The required basic facilities are present and in a suitable condition for use. Wear and tear due to age is permissible; accommodation is generally reasonably comfortable.

H/P ★★
Functional and good overall facilities with moderate comfort. The facilities must be in a good state of repair, and be of a good quality. Functionality is important, and the facilities must give the overall impression of being well maintained.

H/P ★★★
Good, homely facilities with a good level of comfort. Facilities of better quality. Visually appealing overall impression, with worth placed on decoration and homeliness.

H/P ★★★★
Top quality facilities with a high degree of comfort. Facilities of high and well-maintained quality. Overall, the designs and materials must give the impression of being well-matched. Location and infrastructure of the building are of a high standard.

H/P ★★★★★
First-class overall facilities with additional services. Very well-maintained and exclusive overall impression. High level of technical comfort and an excellent infrastructure. Very well preserved and maintained.

Meaning of the stars for hotels, bed and breakfast establishments and guest houses

★ Tourist: Accommodation suitable for low expectations
★★ Standard: Accommodation suitable for moderate expectations
★★★ Comfort: Accommodation suitable for discerning expectations
★★★★ First Class: Accommodation suitable for very discerning expectations
★★★★★ Luxury: Accommodation suitable for the most discerning expectations

"S" The suffix "Superior" is for establishments that significantly exceed the required criteria for their category.

General information

The establishments listed in this accommodation directory are only a selection. The establishments are not ranked by quality. No liability can be assumed by the publisher of this guide, Lindau Tourismus und Kongress GmbH, for any damages resulting from incorrect information provided by the respective establishments or for services not rendered by them.

All accommodation marked with stars has received official classification for hotels, bed and breakfasts and guest houses, from the German Hotel and Restaurant Association, for private accommodation and holiday homes, from the German Tourist Board by appointment from Lindau Tourismus und Kongress GmbH. Participation in this classification is voluntary.

Accommodation not marked with stars has not been officially reviewed. This does not imply any assessment of their quality.
Hotel Bayerischer Hof *****
Hotel Reutemann / Seegarten ****

You will never forget the southern flair of the island of Lindau: the view across the lake, lion and lighthouse with the Swiss and Austrian Alps in the background. Unwind and relax in our owner-managed establishments with indoor pool, sauna and fitness area. Experience first-class treatments in an exclusive ambience in the "Maximilian Spa". Enjoy the summer days in our garden with outdoor pool. Multifunctional rooms with a capacity for 10 to 300 persons are available for meetings and events. Parking areas as well as underground parking are available.

Hotel "Am Rehberg" garni ****

Our romantic, family-run hotel with a Mediterranean flair is located directly facing the island of Lindau and surrounded by a beautiful green scenery. Almost all of our comfortable rooms, furnished with attention to detail, and our individually designed suites offer you a lovely view of the mountains. Our large flower garden with sunbathing area and pavilions invites you to unwind and relax. Here you will find an oasis of calm and tranquility.

Indoor pool 28 °C, Finnish sauna, infra-red cabin, library, reading and games room, pool table, Wi-Fi, numerous parking spaces next to the house, as well as bicycle stands (free of charge). Bicycles and garages available for rent.

Interesting hiking trails start within walking distance of our hotel. You can enjoy the view of the lake and the magnificent mountains through meadows and orchards and on to the rolling countryside. The local bus stop is situated about 100 m from our hotel.
Hotel garni Reulein

**PLAN H8**
Train 4.0 | Bus 0.0 | Lake 2.0 km

Lindau’s hotel with an impressive view of the mountains and lake. Regardless of whether you want to discover the historic island town of Lindau, or you are on a business trip, or just passing through – we are the feel-good hotel and therefore always the right location.

Our spaciously designed rooms, elegant wood furniture, together with the high-quality 32” flat screen TVs, will make your stay an extremely comfortable one. Complimentary Wi-Fi in your room will help you stay up-to-date. All our rooms face south away from the street.

Enjoy the breathtaking view of Lake Constance, the “Pfänder” mountain and the Swiss Alps from your balcony, or relax on your terrace with access to the garden. The attic houses our avant-garde rooms with an open-roof construction.

A sumptuous breakfast buffet with a view of the nearby orchards will help you wake up in the morning. Our reception is open daily from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m. Guests can also check in outside of our opening hours.

Hotel garni Reulein
Hotelbetriebsgesellschaft Reulein mbH
Steigstraße 28 | 88131 Lindau
Tel +49 8382 96450
Fax +49 8382 75262
hotel-reulein@t-online.de
www.hotel-reulein.de

No. of beds: 48
8 SR € 79–99
18 DR € 53–76.50 pp
1 suite (4 persons) € 30–42.50 pp
Open January – December

Hotel Alte Schule

**PLAN E12**
Train 0.5 | Bus 0.1 | Lake 0.1 km

After an extensive, lovingly conducted restoration, our “Alte Schule” (Old School) hotel on Lindau island re-opened in April 2016 as an owner-managed half-board hotel. Discover our exceptional theme rooms, inspired by the three jewels of our region: colourful and invigorating like the unique “Mainau” – an island full of flowers; cozy and quaint like a mountain lodge on the “Pfänder” – the mountain on our lake; and, last but not least, charming and relaxing like the “Bodensee” Lake Constance). Treasures left over by exceptional builders of the past centuries can be found throughout the house. In addition to modern conveniences such as elevators, box spring beds, air conditioning and Wi-Fi, they create a delightful mixture of past and present. For a longer time-out, enjoy our “7 for 6” package: If you book your room for one week or longer, the last night is free of charge!

The beautiful island of Lindau offers countless possibilities within walking distance of the hotel. If you’d like to explore Lake Constance by bicycle, or if you just want to spend an active day outdoors, you can use one of our bikes.

Nobody who has visited the lake will ever forget its beauty. So come to our charming town and see for yourself what it has to offer. We look forward to welcoming you!

Hotel Alte Schule
Hübler GmbH
Alter Schulplatz 2 | 88131 Lindau
Tel +49 8382 9114444
info@hotelalteschule-lindau.de
www.hotelalteschule-lindau.de

No. of beds: 25
5 SR € 79–99 pp
5 DR € 62.50–92.50 pp
5 Comfort DR € 82.50–112.50 pp
2 suites € 92.50–127.50 pp
Open January – December
**Hotel Lindauer Hof**

**PLAN D13**
Train 0.2 | Bus 0.0 | Lake 0.0 km

Hotel Lindauer Hof
Lindauer Hof Betriebs-GmbH
Dammingasse 2 | 88131 Lindau
Tel +49 8382 4064
Fax +49 8382 24203
info@lindauerhof.de
www.lindauerhof.de
No. of beds: 66
25 DR € 99.50–122.50 pp
24 SR € 64–125 pp
5 suites € 134–169 pp
Extra charge for half-board € 29 pp
Open January–December

This traditional, family-run hotel is located directly at the popular harbour entrance. The proprietors and their team will ensure that you can enjoy all the amenities of a modern 4-star hotel. We offer exceptional deluxe rooms with digital TV and LCD TV, Wi-Fi, laptop safe, minibar, electric blinds, and air conditioning in some rooms.

**Hotel vis à vis**

**PLAN C14**
Train 0.1 | Bus 0.1 | Lake 0.2 km

Hotel vis à vis
Bahnhofplatz 4-6 | 88131 Lindau
Tel +49 8382 3965
Fax +49 8382 21321
hotel@visavis-lindau.de
www.visavis-lindau.de
No. of beds: 120
24 SR € 64–125 pp
36 DR € 49.50–87.50 pp
11 shared rooms € 49–72.50 pp
Extra charge for half-board € 23 pp
Open January–December

A very warm welcome to Hotel vis à vis in Lindau. Look forward to relaxing days in our Hotel vis à vis in Lindau. The central location is ideal for your excursions by boat, train, bus or bicycle. Countless cafés invite you to stroll and shop. There are plenty of possibilities for an interesting day. Relax in our sauna and fitness area. You can relive the day again in your mind with a leisurely cocktail or a freshly tapped beer at our bar. The lovingly furnished modern rooms with 3-star comfort are equipped with TV, telephone, free internet access, safe, radio, bathroom with WC, shower or bathtub. Hotel parking spaces and a bicycle garage.

**Hotel garni Brugger**

**PLAN F12**
Train 0.8 | Bus 0.1 | Lake 0.1 km

Hotel garni Brugger
Bei der Heidenmauer 11 | 88313 Lindau
Tel +49 8382 93410
Fax +49 8382 934168
info@hotel-garni-brugger.de
www.hotel-garni-brugger.de
No. of beds: 45
4 SR € 60–88
14 DR € 47–65 pp
2 3-bed rooms € 42–48 pp
2 4-bed rooms € 34–41.25 pp
Parking € 9 per day
Dogs on request € 9 per day (without food)
Open January–December

Our well-kept hotel garni Brugger with its familiar atmosphere is situated opposite the municipal park. Due to its central location, several points of interest such as the “Inselhalle” congress centre, harbour, market square, casino and the Old Town Hall can be reached within a few minutes. Lake Constance is just a few steps away. Start your day at our sumptuous breakfast buffet, while later you can enjoy our Finnish sauna, the steam bath and the infra-red cabin (open September to April).

**Hotel & Pension Seereich**

**PLAN F10**
Train 1.0 | Bus 0.1 | Lake 0.1 km

Hotel & Pension Seereich
Bregenzer Straße 16/18 | 88131 Lindau
Tel +49 8382 3736
Fax +49 8382 26213
info@seereich.de
www.seereich.de
No. of beds: 65
1 SR € 69–89 | 29 DR € 45–79 pp
1 shared room € 30–40 pp
1 suite € 49–79 pp
1 DR with wheelchair access € 49–79 pp
Parking € 7 per day/vehicle
Dogs on request € 9 per day (without food)
Open January–December

SEEREICH – your personal kingdom for a while! Our new house is situated in a quiet and direct location just off the island. An enchanting backdrop with the mountains and lake accompanies you on the short distance to the old town. The lovingly furnished rooms captivate with their individual charm. Hospitality is embodied by words, gestures and attention. Dedicated employees characterize this modern hotel. The fair prices include the breakfast buffet and Wi-Fi. Inexpensive parking spaces are available right next to the hotel. We promise you a truly special living experience – away from the hustle and bustle, yet close to the lake. Your Hotel Pension SEEREICH team.
**Landhotel Martinsmühle**

Our family-run country hotel is situated in a quiet location, picturesquely hidden between the Mühlbach stream, meadows and fruit trees. The rooms are furnished in country house style. Many of them feature a balcony and painted farm house furniture. We have a cozy snack bar, an idyllic sunny terrace and, in bad weather, a romantic open fire. A well-stocked library also invites you to browse the shelves. Homemade jams, apple juice and schnapps.

**Hotel Gasthof Adler**

We offer great package deals from the hotel, while the local in the middle of the island of Lindau, spend some days to remember peacefully, enjoy healthy food, restaurant invite you to sleep in our newly renovated hotel andadia. A very warm welcome to the Mühlbach stream, meadows and fruit trees. The rooms are furnished in country house style. Many of them feature a balcony and painted farm house furniture. We have a cozy snack bar, an idyllic sunny terrace and, in bad weather, a romantic open fire. A well-stocked library also invites you to browse the shelves. Homemade jams, apple juice and schnapps.

**Hotel Bad Schachen**

Our newly renovated hotel and restaurant invite you to sleep peacefully, enjoy healthy food, and feel completely at ease. Spend some days to remember in the middle of the island of Lindau, the lake is just 100 m from the hotel, while the old town stops about 50 m away. We offer great package deals and look forward to your visit!

**Best Western Plus Marina Star Hotel**

Ideal transport connections to the A96 motorway, just 28 km away from the exhibition grounds and airport in Friedrichshafen. Free Wi-Fi and free parking spaces next to the hotel. 5 high-standard, air-conditioned conference rooms. Situated in close proximity to many attractions around Lake Constance. Current prices and other great offers can be found on our website.

**Hotel Restaurant Alte Post**

We offer you homestyle, regional and seasonal cuisine with fresh fish specialities from Lake Constance. You will find us in the holiday village of Oberreitnau – one of Swabia’s most beautiful villages (winner of numerous awards) and just 5 km away from the island of Lindau and Lake Constance. Current prices and other great offers can be found on our website.

**Hotel garni Viktoria**

Enjoy an exquisite late breakfast in the spacious and light-flooded breakfast room with its peaceful atmosphere.

**Hotel Restaurant Schachener Hof**

Small family hotel in a quiet area. Ideal starting point for cyclists and hikers. Healthy breakfast with homemade jam. Excellent cuisine. Welcome to the restaurant where you’ll feel happy to be alive!

**Hotel garni Viktoria**

Our lovingly owner-managed hotel is centrally located on the beautiful island of Lindau. All rooms have a different layout and are individually furnished. The beds have mattresses that are kind to the spine. Enjoy an exquisite late breakfast in the spacious and light-flooded breakfast room with its peaceful atmosphere.
**Hotel Schönaun**

Kellerweg 36 88131 Lindau
Tel +49 8382 910485
info@hotel-schoenaun-bodensee.de
www.hotel-schoenaun-bodensee.de
No. of beds: 36
16 DR € 50–55 pp
1 s.t. DR € 60–65 pp
1 DR for disabled persons € 50 pp
SR on request € 65 pp
Open January – December

**Boutique | Hotel | Restaurant Adara**

Adara GmbH | Alter Schulpalast 1 88131 Lindau
Tel +49 8382 945500
info@adara-lindau.de
www.adara-lindau.de
No. of beds: 34
4 SR € 130–250 pp
17 DR € 60–140 pp
5 s.t. DR € 155–210 pp
1 maisonette loft € 270–340 pp
Open January – December

**Hotel Gasthof Inselgraben garni**

Hintere Metzgergasse 4–8 88131 Lindau
Tel +49 8382 5481
inselgraben@t-online.de
www.inselgraben.de
No. of beds: 29
3 SR € 60–75 pp
11 DR € 45–56 pp
1 family room (2 adults + 2 children) € 150
2 shared rooms € 55 pp
Open April – December

**Hotel Land gasthof Köchlin**

Kemptiner Straße 41 | 88131 Lindau
Tel +49 8382 96600
info@hotel-koechlin.de
www.hotel-koechlin.de
No. of beds: 40
7 SR € 57–79 pp
7 DR € 51–64 pp
5 family rooms € 42–64 pp
Half-board € 25 pp
Open January – December

**Hotel Möve garni**

Auf der Mauer 21 | 88131 Lindau
Tel +49 8382 275950
info@hotel-moeve-lindau.de
www.hotel-moeve-lindau.de
No. of beds: 58
2 SR € 57–67 pp
21 DR € 45–56 pp
2 twin rooms € 48–51 pp
13 bed rooms € 43–50 pp
1 family room (3–4 pers.) € 43–50 pp
Open March – November

**Hotel Noris**

Brettermarkt 13 88131 Lindau
Tel +49 8382 3645
Fax +49 8382 1042
info@hotel-noris.de
www.hotel-noris.de
No. of beds: 21
3 SR € 54–59 pp
9 DR € 50–59 pp
Open March – December

**Hotel Schreier am See**

Hotel Schreier am See
Färbergasse 2 | Seepromenade 88131 Lindau
Tel +49 8382 277290
info@hotel-schreier.de
www.hotel-schreier.de
No. of beds: 16
6 DR € 85–105 pp
2 shared rooms € 95–105 pp
Open March – January

**Hotel Schönau garni**

Hotel Schönau 88131 Lindau
Tel +49 8382 910485
info@hotel-schoenaun-bodensee.de
www.hotel-schoenaun-bodensee.de
No. of beds: 36
16 DR € 50–55 pp
1 s.t. DR € 60–65 pp
1 DR for disabled persons € 50 pp
SR on request € 65 pp
Open January – December

**Hotel Restaurant Adara**

Hotel Schreier am See
Eichbühlweg 2 | Seepromenade 88131 Lindau
Tel +49 8382 277290
info@hotel-schreier.de
www.hotel-schreier.de
No. of beds: 16
6 DR € 85–105 pp
2 shared rooms € 95–105 pp
Open March – January

**Hotel Restaurant VILLINO**

Villino Mittenbuch 6 | 88131 Lindau/Bodolz
Tel +49 8382 934512
Fax +49 8382 934512
info@villino.de
www.villino.de
No. of beds: 42
15 DR € 95–125 pp
6 s.t. DR € 170–205 pp
Relax & Château
FEINE PRIVATHOTELS
Open January – December

**Gästehaus Breyer**

Färbergasse 2 | Seepromenade 88131 Lindau
Tel +49 8382 5840
Fax +49 8382 28298
info@gaestehaus-breyer.de
www.gaestehaus-breyer.de
No. of beds: 14
2 SR € 37.50–42.50 pp
3 DR € 33.50–38.50 pp
3 DR € 37.50–42.50 pp
Open April – November

**Gästehaus Breyer**

Family-run guest house in a quiet location. Our tastefully furnished rooms are fitted with a bath, shower and WC, some rooms have a balcony. Relax in our cozy garden, or begin your hiking/cycling trip into the lush green countryside from our doorstep.

Ask about our special offers for longer stays.
**Youth Hostels | Hostels | Camping**

### Camping Park Gitzenweiler Hof
- **Address:** Herbigweg 11, 88131 Lindau
- **Tel:** +49 8382 96710
- **Fax:** +49 8382 9671050
- **Email:** info@dasmietwerk.de
- **Website:** www.gitzenweiler-hof.de
- **Train:** 2.0 km
- **Bus:** 0.1 km
- **Lake:** 0.7 km
- **No. of beds:** 244
  - 1 SR € 44–59
  - 8 DR € 36–63
- **Family & shared rooms:** € 35–42 pp
- **Open:** January–December
- **Facilities:**
  - Free Wi-Fi
  - Drinking water fountain
  - Conference rooms
  - Large breakfast buffet
  - Half-board: € 6.70 pp
  - Restaurant and shop
  - New Year’s Eve events
  - Electric scooter and bike rentals
- **Minimum stay:** 3 nights
- **Free:**
  - Pets
  - Children under 5 years of age
- **Prices incl.:**
  - Organic breakfast
  - Free Wi-Fi
  - Drinking water
- **Additional info:**
  - Member of “Top-Camping Bayern”
  - Designed rooms, a holiday home with its historic listed magnificent garden.
  - We welcome you just with our personal and sustainable BOG bed & breakfast concept. We welcome you just 500 m away from the lake with creatively and lovingly designed rooms, a holiday apartment with many lake and mountain views, and a magnificent garden.

### Lindau Youth Hostel
- **Address:** Herbigweg 11, 88131 Lindau
- **Tel:** +49 8382 96710
- **Fax:** +49 8382 9671050
- **Email:** info@dasmietwerk.de
- **Website:** www.lindau.jugendherberge.de
- **Train:** 6.0 km
- **Bus:** 0.1 km
- **Lake:** 5.0 km
- **No. of beds:** 40
- **Shared rooms:** € 27.40–34.40 pp
- **Open:** April 1st – November 3rd, 2019
- **Facilities:**
  -_free_of_charge.
  - Willow trees and cypress trees makes our apartments in a quiet, sunny location at “Suttebeck-park am See” (pictured on the left). The Mediterranean outdoor area with its palm trees and cypress trees makes a pleasant, southern holiday atmosphere. Free parking available.
  - Views over Lake Constance to Austria and Switzerland, as well as to the right siding of Lake Constance.
- **Additional info:**
  - Our holiday apartments face south, Bakery and bus stop
  - about 100 m away. Parking is available next to the house.
  - Free of charge: rental bikes, Wi-Fi, telephone, bed linen, towels. Children up to 5 years of age stay with us free of charge.

### Park-Camping Lindau am See
- **Address:** Holdereggenstraße 11, 88131 Lindau
- **Tel:** +49 8382 94940
- **Fax:** +49 8382 977271
- **Email:** info@ferienwohnungen-reutin.de
- **Website:** www.ferienwohungen-reutin.de
- **Train:** 3.8 km
- **Bus:** 0.1 km
- **Lake:** 2.0 km
- **No. of beds:** 58
- **2 adults € 32* per night
- **2 children (3–9 yrs.) € 42* per night
- **Open:** March 22nd – November 3rd, 2019
- **Facilities:**
  - Free-Wi-Fi
  - Drinking water fountain
  - Conference rooms
  - Large breakfast buffet
  - Half-board: € 6.70 pp
- **Minimum stay:** 5 nights
- **Prices incl.:**
  - Organic breakfast
  - Free Wi-Fi
  - Drinking water
  - Half-board: € 6.70 pp

### Ferienwohnungen Reutin
- **Address:** Oberreutiner Weg 10 b, 88131 Lindau
- **Tel:** +49 8382 74874
- **Fax:** +49 8382 977271
- **Email:** info@ferienwohnungen-reutin.de
- **Website:** www.ferienwohungen-reutin.de
- **Train:** 1.0 km
- **Bus:** 0.3 km
- **Lake:** 0.1 km
- **No. of flats:** 13
- **3 flats (26–75 m²)
- **2–4 beds per flat
- **Open:** January – December
- **Minimum stay:** 3 nights
- **Facilities:**
  - Free-Wi-Fi
  - Drinking water fountain
  - Conference rooms
  - Large breakfast buffet
- **Prices incl.:**
  - Organic breakfast
  - Free Wi-Fi
  - Drinking water
  - Half-board: € 6.70 pp

### das mietwerk – Bed & Breakfast
- **Address:** Herbergsweg 11, 88131 Lindau
- **Tel:** +49 8382 96710
- **Fax:** +49 8382 9671050
- **Email:** info@dasmietwerk.de
- **Website:** www.dasmietwerk.de
- **Train:** 2.0 km
- **Bus:** 0.1 km
- **Lake:** 0.7 km
- **No. of flats:** 3 (1–75 m²)
- **Minimum stay:** 3 nights
- **Facilities:**
  - Free-Wi-Fi
  - Drinking water fountain
  - Conference rooms
  - Large breakfast buffet
  - Half-board: € 6.70 pp
- **Free:**
  - Pets
  - Children under 5 years of age
- **Prices incl.:**
  - Organic breakfast
  - Free Wi-Fi
  - Drinking water
  - Half-board: € 6.70 pp

### Hanssen Ferienwohnung Lindau
- **Address:** Fuhrmannshof 4, 88131 Lindau
- **Tel:** +49 8382 78390
- **Email:** info@hanssen-ferienwohnung-lindau.de
- **Website:** www.hanssen-rolf@t-online.de
- **Train:** 1.2 km
- **Bus:** 0.1 km
- **Lake:** 0.5 km
- **No. of holiday homes:** 1
- **SR € 44–59
- **DR € 36–63
- **Open:** March – beginning of January
- **Facilities:**
  - Free-Wi-Fi
  - Drinking water fountain
  - Conference rooms
  - Large breakfast buffet
  - Half-board: € 6.70 pp
- **Prices incl.:**
  - Organic breakfast
  - Free Wi-Fi
  - Drinking water
  - Half-board: € 6.70 pp

### Youth Hostels | Hostels | Camping

**Experience camping with all your senses, yet in comfort. Whether you are interested in sports, have an affinity with nature, or are culture-loving campers: You will find many ideas for the best time of the year in our annual “GZTE-Mitsch” programme and on our website.**

**Send the night right!**

We would like to inspire you with our personal and sustainable BOG bed & breakfast concept. We welcome you just 500 m away from the lake with creatively and lovingly designed rooms, a holiday apartment with many lake and mountain views, and a magnificent garden.

**NEW: Electric scooter and bike rentals! Welcome home!**

**Top-standard comfort: living room (35 m²) with pull-out couch, separate kitchen area. Bedroom with a double bed and extra bed, modern spacious bathroom with separate shower, south-facing patio under cover, a well-kept garden, spacious carport for 1 to 2 cars, as well as separate bicycle stands.**

**Ferienwohnungen Reutin**

**3 flats (55–75 m²)
- 2–4 beds per flat
- Open January – December
- Minimum stay: 3 nights**

**Hanssen Ferienwohnung Lindau**

**Margot Hansen**

**Bäuerlinsstraße 4, 88131 Lindau**

**Tel:** +49 8382 74874

**info@ferienwohnungen-reutin.de**

**www.ferienwohungen-reutin.de**

**Top-standard comfort: living room (35 m²) with pull-out couch, separate kitchen area. Bedroom with a double bed and extra bed, modern spacious bathroom with separate shower, south-facing patio under cover, a well-kept garden, spacious carport for 1 to 2 cars, as well as separate bicycle stands.**
### Appartementhaus Alice
- **Location**: Central location close to the lake in Toskana-Park just before the island. Partial lake and mountain view. Approx. 150 m to the lake/park, 8 – 10 minutes to the beach, and 3 minutes to the indoor pool. Experience a holiday without your car.
- **Amenities**: The spacious and comfortably furnished apartments invite you to relax. Ship, bus and train connections are just around the corner. Feel free to contact us for information – we look forward to welcoming you.

### Ferienhaus Rupfin
- **Location**: 6 flats (50–60 m²) 3–4 beds per flat
- **Amenities**: Daily rate without tourist tax € 57–68

### Appartementhaus Angelikä
- **Location**: Walter Hitz In der Hofstatt 5 | 88131 Lindau
- **Amenities**: 5 flats (40–70 m²) 2–4 beds per flat

### Appartementhaus Dr. Guzinski
- **Location**: Train 4 0 | Bus 0 1 | Lake 2 0 km
- **Amenities**: Daily rate without tourist tax € 75–89

### Haus Hensler
- **Location**: 2x F 1 0 1 5 | Bus 0 1 | Lake 0 0 km
- **Amenities**: 2 flats (74–91 m²) 2–6 beds per flat

### Bio-Obst & Ferienhof Schöngarten
- **Location**: 4x F 8 9 1 2 0 0 0 | Bus 0 1 | Lake 0 0 km
- **Amenities**: 4 flats (45 m²) 2–4 beds per flat

### Villa Kunterbunt
- **Location**: 1 flat (125 m²) 6–7 beds per flat
- **Amenities**: Daily rate without tourist tax from € 140

### Luxus am Toskanapark
- **Location**: WHG GmbH, Conny Mair Bregenzer Straße 11 | 88131 Lindau
- **Amenities**: 1 flat (130 m²) 5 beds per flat

### Obst- & Ferienhof Hagg
- **Location**: 4 flats (40–105 m²) 6–7 beds per flat
- **Amenities**: Minimum stay: 5 nights

### Haus Angela
- **Location**: Gerhard Söhler family Oberer Schützenweg 66 | 88131 Lindau
- **Amenities**: 2 flats (72–91 m²) 2–3 beds per flat

### Landhaus Hertnagel
- **Location**: Angela & Helmut Hertnagel Oberreitnauer Str. 72 | 88131 Lindau
- **Amenities**: 1 flat (61 m²) 3 beds per flat

### Ferienwohnung Dr. Guzinski
- **Location**: Train 4 | Bus 0 | Lake 1 5 km
- **Amenities**: Daily rate without tourist tax € 75–89

### Ferienwohnung Hodrius am See
- **Location**: Zwischenstraße 16 | 88131 Lindau
- **Amenities**: 1 flat (45 m²) 2 beds per flat

### Appartementhaus Angelikä
- **Location**: In der Hofstatt 5 | 88131 Lindau
- **Amenities**: 2 flats (74–91 m²) 2–6 beds per flat

### Appartementhaus Degelstein
- **Location**: Train 3 0 | Bus 0 1 | Lake 0 0 km
- **Amenities**: Daily rate without tourist tax € 65–85

### Haus Hensler
- **Location**: 2x F 1 0 1 5 | Bus 0 1 | Lake 0 0 km
- **Amenities**: 2 flats (74–91 m²) 2–6 beds per flat

### Landhaus Hertnagel
- **Location**: Angela & Helmut Hertnagel Oberreitnauer Str. 72 | 88131 Lindau
- **Amenities**: 1 flat (61 m²) 3 beds per flat

### Ferienwohnung Hodrius am See
- **Location**: Zwischenstraße 16 | 88131 Lindau
- **Amenities**: 1 flat (45 m²) 2 beds per flat

### Villa Kunterbunt
- **Location**: 1 flat (125 m²) 6–7 beds per flat
- **Amenities**: Daily rate without tourist tax from € 140

### Obstant and Ferienhof Hagg
- **Location**: Edeltrud Hagg Kellereiweg 30 | 88131 Lindau
- **Amenities**: 4 flats (40–105 m²) 2–3 beds per flat

### Haus Angela
- **Location**: Gerhard Söhler family Oberer Schützenweg 66 | 88131 Lindau
- **Amenities**: 2 flats (72–91 m²) 2–3 beds per flat

### Landhaus Hertnagel
- **Location**: Angela & Helmut Hertnagel Oberreitnauer Str. 72 | 88131 Lindau
- **Amenities**: 1 flat (61 m²) 3 beds per flat

### Ferienwohnung Hodrius am See
- **Location**: Zwischenstraße 16 | 88131 Lindau
- **Amenities**: 1 flat (45 m²) 2 beds per flat

### Villa Kunterbunt
- **Location**: 1 flat (125 m²) 6–7 beds per flat
- **Amenities**: Daily rate without tourist tax from € 140

### Obstant and Ferienhof Hagg
- **Location**: Edeltrud Hagg Kellereiweg 30 | 88131 Lindau
- **Amenities**: 4 flats (40–105 m²) 2–3 beds per flat

### Casa Angela
- **Location**: Gerhard Söhler family Oberer Schützenweg 66 | 88131 Lindau
- **Amenities**: 2 flats (72–91 m²) 2–3 beds per flat

### Landhaus Hertnagel
- **Location**: Angela & Helmut Hertnagel Oberreitnauer Str. 72 | 88131 Lindau
- **Amenities**: 1 flat (61 m²) 3 beds per flat

### Ferienwohnung Hodrius am See
- **Location**: Zwischenstraße 16 | 88131 Lindau
- **Amenities**: 1 flat (45 m²) 2 beds per flat
Ferienwohnung Klein F

- Annewiese Klein
- Rotmosstraße 29 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 8382 73647
- klein.annewiese@online.de
- www.ferien-bae-kl.de
- 1 flat (50 m²)
- 2 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 55
- Open April – October
- Minimum stay 4 nights

Ferienwohnung Resi u. Karl Meßler

- Resi & Karl Meßler
- Heimwehstraße 22 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 8382 4540
- Fax +49 8382 21634
- meisserheimweh@t-online.de
- 4 flats (55–70 m²)
- 2–4 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 40–85
- Open January – December
- Minimum stay 4 nights

Ferienwohnung Carmen

- Carmen Fischer
- Schützenstraße 32 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 7062 61782
- fiewlindau@kld.de
- www.carmen-fischer.de
- 1 flat (66 m²)
- 2–4 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 45–60
- Open January – December
- Minimum stay 4 nights

Casa Daniela Bad Schachen

- Daniela Schmid
- Ochsenhüldweg 16 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 173 8624232
- daniela@web.de | www.casa-daniela.de
- 4 flats (50 m² each)
- 2–4 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 70–90
- Open January – December
- Minimum stay 4 nights, 7 nights July – August

Ferienwohnung Bernd Ockert F

- Bernd Ockert
- Schägerstraße 54 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 151 46106672
- bernd.ockert@t-online.de
- Tel +49 151 46106672
- 1 flat (50 m²)
- 2 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 50–60
- Open March – October
- Minimum stay 5 nights

Ferienwohnung Schurr F

- Arthur Schurr
- Oberreutiner Weg 22 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 8382 73598
- arvarschu@web.de
- 1 flat (66 m²)
- 3 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 60–70
- Open March – November
- Minimum stay 5 nights

Ferienwohnung Eder Marie-Aimée

- Wannental 7
- 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 8382 78273
- egoneder@gmx.de
- 1 flat (65 m²)
- 2 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 60
- Open April – October
- Minimum stay 5 nights

Bio Ferienwohnungen Ellensohn

- Anne & Lena Ellersohm, Ludwig Lipp
- Maximilianstraße 12 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 8382 6954.
- info@lindauer-insel.de
- Studio, apartment & rooms
- 2–4 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 85–170
- Open January – December
- Minimum stay 3/5 nights

Ferienwohnung Inselkoje

- Wannental 2
- 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 8382 72896
- fokwer@web.de
- 1 flat (50 m²)
- 2 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 50
- Open May – October
- Minimum stay 5 nights

Ferienwohnung Carmen

- Carmen Fischer
- Schützenstraße 32 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 7062 61782
- fiewlindau@kld.de
- www.carmen-fischer.de
- 1 flat (66 m²)
- 2–4 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 45–60
- Open January – December
- Minimum stay 4 nights

Casa Daniela Bad Schachen

- Daniela Schmid
- Ochsenhüldweg 16 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 173 8624232
- daniela@web.de | www.casa-daniela.de
- 4 flats (50 m² each)
- 2–4 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 70–90
- Open January – December
- Minimum stay 4 nights, 7 nights July – August

Ferienwohnung Bernd Ockert F

- Bernd Ockert
- Schägerstraße 54 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 151 46106672
- bernd.ockert@t-online.de
- Tel +49 151 46106672
- 1 flat (50 m²)
- 2 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 50–60
- Open March – October
- Minimum stay 5 nights

Ferienwohnung Schurr F

- Arthur Schurr
- Oberreutiner Weg 22 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 8382 73598
- arvarschu@web.de
- 1 flat (66 m²)
- 3 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 60–70
- Open March – November
- Minimum stay 5 nights

Ferienwohnung Eder Marie-Aimée

- Wannental 7
- 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 8382 78273
- egoneder@gmx.de
- 1 flat (65 m²)
- 2 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 60
- Open April – October
- Minimum stay 5 nights

Bio Ferienwohnungen Ellensohn

- Anne & Lena Ellersohm, Ludwig Lipp
- Maximilianstraße 12 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 8382 6954.
- info@lindauer-insel.de
- Studio, apartment & rooms
- 2–4 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 85–170
- Open January – December
- Minimum stay 3/5 nights

Ferienwohnung Inselkoje

- Wannental 2
- 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 8382 72896
- fokwer@web.de
- 1 flat (50 m²)
- 2 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 50
- Open May – October
- Minimum stay 5 nights

Ferienwohnung Carmen

- Carmen Fischer
- Schützenstraße 32 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 7062 61782
- fiewlindau@kld.de
- www.carmen-fischer.de
- 1 flat (66 m²)
- 2–4 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 45–60
- Open January – December
- Minimum stay 4 nights

Casa Daniela Bad Schachen

- Daniela Schmid
- Ochsenhüldweg 16 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 173 8624232
daniela@web.de | www.casa-daniela.de
- 4 flats (50 m² each)
- 2–4 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 70–90
- Open January – December
- Minimum stay 4 nights, 7 nights July – August

Ferienwohnung Bernd Ockert F

- Bernd Ockert
- Schägerstraße 54 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 151 46106672
- bernd.ockert@t-online.de
- Tel +49 151 46106672
- 1 flat (50 m²)
- 2 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 50–60
- Open March – October
- Minimum stay 5 nights

Ferienwohnung Schurr F

- Arthur Schurr
- Oberreutiner Weg 22 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 8382 73598
- arvarschu@web.de
- 1 flat (66 m²)
- 3 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 60–70
- Open March – November
- Minimum stay 5 nights

Ferienwohnung Eder Marie-Aimée

- Wannental 7
- 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 8382 78273
- egoneder@gmx.de
- 1 flat (65 m²)
- 2 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 60
- Open April – October
- Minimum stay 5 nights

Bio Ferienwohnungen Ellensohn

- Anne & Lena Ellersohm, Ludwig Lipp
- Maximilianstraße 12 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 8382 6954.
- info@lindauer-insel.de
- Studio, apartment & rooms
- 2–4 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 85–170
- Open January – December
- Minimum stay 3/5 nights

Ferienwohnung Inselkoje

- Wannental 2
- 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 8382 72896
- fokwer@web.de
- 1 flat (50 m²)
- 2 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 50
- Open May – October
- Minimum stay 5 nights

Ferienwohnung Carmen

- Carmen Fischer
- Schützenstraße 32 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 7062 61782
- fiewlindau@kld.de
- www.carmen-fischer.de
- 1 flat (66 m²)
- 2–4 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 45–60
- Open January – December
- Minimum stay 4 nights

Casa Daniela Bad Schachen

- Daniela Schmid
- Ochsenhüldweg 16 | 88131 Lindau
- Tel +49 173 8624232
daniela@web.de | www.casa-daniela.de
- 4 flats (50 m² each)
- 2–4 beds per flat
- Daily rate without tourist tax € 70–90
- Open January – December
- Minimum stay 4 nights, 7 nights July – August
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ferienwohnung am Obstgarten</th>
<th>Gästehaus Reischmann</th>
<th>Hotelbetriebsgesellschaft Reulein mbH</th>
<th>Haus zum Nussbaum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ferienwohnung am Obstgarten</strong>&lt;br&gt; Anneliese Pätzschek&lt;br&gt; Schachener Straße 200&lt;br&gt; 88131 Lindau&lt;br&gt; Tel +49 8382 1208&lt;br&gt; Fax +49 8382 1208&lt;br&gt; 2 flats (40-43 m²)&lt;br&gt; 2 beds per flat&lt;br&gt; Daily rate without tourist tax € 42-46&lt;br&gt; Open April – October&lt;br&gt; Minimum stay: 6 nights</td>
<td><strong>Gästehaus Reischmann</strong>&lt;br&gt; Ralf Reischmann&lt;br&gt; Unternärrerstr. 50</td>
<td>88131 Lindau&lt;br&gt; Tel +49 8382 2733751&lt;br&gt; <a href="mailto:kontakt@haus-reischmann.de">kontakt@haus-reischmann.de</a>&lt;br&gt; <a href="http://www.haus-reischmann.de">www.haus-reischmann.de</a>&lt;br&gt; 4 flats (55 m²)&lt;br&gt; 3-4 beds per flat&lt;br&gt; Daily rate without tourist tax € 65-90&lt;br&gt; Open January – December&lt;br&gt; Minimum stay: 5 nights</td>
<td><strong>Hotelbetriebsgesellschaft Reulein mbH</strong>&lt;br&gt; Estér Kowatsch&lt;br&gt; Steigstraße 28&lt;br&gt; 88131 Lindau&lt;br&gt; Tel +49 8382 96450&lt;br&gt; <a href="mailto:hotel-reulein@t-online.de">hotel-reulein@t-online.de</a>&lt;br&gt; Fax +49 8382 33290&lt;br&gt; <a href="http://www.lindauhotels.de">www.lindauhotels.de</a>&lt;br&gt; 2-4 beds per flat&lt;br&gt; Daily rate without tourist tax € 42-98&lt;br&gt; Open March – October&lt;br&gt; Minimum stay: 4 nights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ferienwohnung Zum See</th>
<th>Ferienwohnung Café Vogler</th>
<th>Landhaus im Weingut</th>
<th>Ferienwohnung Schäfler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ferienwohnung Zum See</strong>&lt;br&gt; Ulf Tauch&lt;br&gt; Vorderer Metzgergasse 3</td>
<td>88131 Lindau&lt;br&gt; Tel +49 714 5582277&lt;br&gt; <a href="mailto:weidach@t-online.de">weidach@t-online.de</a>&lt;br&gt; <a href="http://www.fcw-lindau.de">www.fcw-lindau.de</a>&lt;br&gt; 1 flat (80 m²)&lt;br&gt; 5 beds per flat&lt;br&gt; Daily rate without tourist tax € 80-110&lt;br&gt; Open January – December&lt;br&gt; Minimum stay: 3 nights</td>
<td><strong>Ferienwohnung Café Vogler</strong>&lt;br&gt; Michael Vogler&lt;br&gt; Hintennärrer Metzgergasse 14</td>
<td>88131 Lindau&lt;br&gt; Tel +49 8382 944420&lt;br&gt; <a href="mailto:info@calfe-vogler.de">info@calfe-vogler.de</a>&lt;br&gt; <a href="http://www.cafe-vogler.de">www.cafe-vogler.de</a>&lt;br&gt; 1 flat (65 m²)&lt;br&gt; Beds per flat 4&lt;br&gt; Daily rate without tourist tax € 110&lt;br&gt; Open January – December&lt;br&gt; Minimum stay: 7 nights</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Salem Monastery and Palace
Come. See. Enjoy.

Castle grounds with courtyard and labyrinths · Baroque palace rooms · Gothic minster · Monastery Museum · Fire Brigade Museum · Adventure playground · Artisans workshops · Restaurants

Free entrance with the Lake Constance Holiday Pass
88682 Salem · Phone +49 (0) 75 53 916 53-36
Opened daily from 1. April – 1. November

www.salem.de
The most beautiful way to get to the island of Mainau may well be by boat. Enjoy an unforgettable day on and around Lake Constance. You can relax while travelling to and from Mainau and leave the stress and traffic jams behind. Once you arrive you can experience the glorious gardens, the Baroque palace and the butterfly house.

The ‘Weiße Flotte’ boats travel to and from Mainau every day. The affordable ticket combines the cruise on Lake Constance and the entrance fees to the island.
ARRIVAL & MOBILITY

By car
Coming from Memmingen, take A96 motorway, exit to Lindau
Coming from Austria, take A14 Rheintal motorway, through ‘Pfänder’ tunnel, exit to Lindau

Airports
Fredrichshafen: www.bodensee-airport.eu
Memmingen: www.allgaeu-airport.de
Munich: www.munich-airport.de
Zurich: www.zurich-airport.ch
Innsbruck: www.innsbruck-airport.com

Main station: Lindau

Train ride to Lindau from € 74*
Travel with the Rail Inclusive Tours ticket to Lindau and back. Whether you are looking for a holiday apartment, hotel, holiday house or guesthouse – book your accommodation in Lindau and your train ticket at the same time. You can travel by train from any station in Germany to Lindau and back. Children under the age of 14 years, accompanied by their parents or grandparents, can purchase tourist packages for boat tours and the tourist card “Bodensee-Erlebniskarte” at the Tourist Information Office. For further information: www.lindau.de/en/guest-card-and-tourist-tax

City bus
Stay mobile throughout the town of Lindau by bus.

Tip
While staying overnight in Lindau, you will receive the Lindau Guest Card which allows you to use the Lindau city buses free of charge from April 1st until October 31st, the tourist tax in Lindau, which is calculated on the basis of the respective facilities. During the season between April 1st and October 31st, the tourist tax is €2.00 per day for adults 16 years of age and older, and €1.30 per day for children and teenagers between 6 and 15 years of age.

By way of thanks, you will receive the Lindau Guest Card when you check in with your host. This card offers you numerous advantages and discounts. Please refer to the leaflet attached to the card for more information. This can also be found online at www.lindau.de/en/guest-card-and-tourist-tax

INFORMATION & CONTACT

LINDAU TOURISMUS UND KONGRESS GMBH

Tourist Information Office on the island
Alfred-Nobel-Platz 2, D-88131 Lindau
Tel. +49 8382 260030
Fax +49 8382 260026
info@lindau-tourismus.de
www.lindau.de

Infopoint Bad Schachen
Museum Friedensräume
Lindenthalweg 25, D-88131 Lindau

Brochure enquiry
www.lindau.de/prospekte-bestellen

Room booking
booking.lindau-tourismus.de

Guided tours, group travel
www.lindau.de/bestellung-gruppenfuhrung

Ticket presales
For “Lindau Puppets Opera”, opera festival on the lake, “Bregenzer Festspiele” in Bregenz, and more cultural events. You can purchase tourist packages for boat tours and the tourist card “Bodensee-Erlebniskarte” at the Tourist Information Office.

Opening times of the Tourist Information Office
January 1 – April 12, 2019:
Mon – Fri: 10 a.m. – 12 p.m. and 2 p.m. – 5 p.m.
April 13 – October 13, 2019:
Mon + Tue: 10 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Wed – Fri: 10 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Thu – Sat: 10 a.m. – 6 p.m.
Sun: 10 a.m. – 1 p.m.
October 14 – December 31, 2019:
Mon – Fri: 10 a.m. – 12 p.m. and 2 p.m. – 5 p.m.

INSELHALLE LINDAU
Zwangerstrasse 10, D-88131 Lindau
Tel. +49 8382 8899600
Fax +49 8382 8899800
info@inselhalle-lindau.de
www.inselhalle-lindau.de

Restaurant – DECK12
Zwangerger 12, D-88131 Lindau
Tel. +49 8382 8899650
office-lindau@chefpartie.at
www.deck12-lindau.de
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BE GUEST OF THE PRINCE BISHOPS

Cordially welcome at the New Palace in Meersburg

The garden terrace of the baroque residence offers a magnificent view over Lake Constance. It invites you on a voyage of discovery through the splendid staircase designed by Balthasar Neumann, along the majestic Hall of Mirrors and the Residenzmuseum in the belétage.

For further information:
www.neues-schloss-meersburg.de/en

GUEST CARD

We would like to make your holiday as pleasant as possible, and so you can look forward to a capable, clean infrastructure, well maintained signposted walks, free access to the shoreline, and much more besides. To keep up these standards, we have to levy a tourist tax in Lindau, which is calculated on the basis of the respective facilities. During the season between April 1st and October 31st, the tourist tax is €2.00 per day for adults 16 years of age and older, and €1.30 per day for children and teenagers between 6 and 15 years of age.

By way of thanks, you will receive the Lindau Guest Card when you check in with your host. This card offers you numerous advantages and discounts. Please refer to the leaflet attached to the card for more information. This can also be found online at www.lindau.de/en/guest-card-and-tourist-tax
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INFORMATION FROM A TO Z

BEER GARDEN
Hotel Restaurant Alte Post
Fischergasse 3
Tel +49 8382 93460
www.alte-post-lindau.de

Landgasthof Küchlin
Kemptener Str. 41
Tel +49 8382 911316
www.landgasthof-kuechlin.de

Strandcafé Lindenhof
Lindenhofweg 41
Tel +49 8382 911316
www.strandcafe-lindenhof.de

WEIN- und BIERSTUBE REUTIN
Österreichstr. 20
Tel +49 8382 976570
www.wsteinbube-reutin-lindau.de

To rent lockable bike boxes and charging stations at the Seebrücke bridge.

LOCKABLE BIKE BOXES
Bootsvermietung Lindau
At the Seebrücke bridge
Tel +49 8382 97516
www.bootsvermietung-lindau.de

BOAT RENTAL
rowing (paddle/motor boats)
Bootsvermietung Kreuztal, next to the Inselhalle convention centre
Tel +49 8382 297771
www.bootsvermietung-kreuztal.de

CHARGING STATION FOR ELECTRIC CARS
P3 car park
Kar-Beier-Platz
Innsbruck-Höhe 3 car park
Zürcherstrasse 22
Stadtwiki Lindau
Augustinerstrasse 12
Josephs-Himler Straße 3
Autohaus Unterberger
Peter-Orner-Str.-2
Further information about the charging stations can be found at www.lw-lindau.de/strasse/elektromobilität

CHARGING STATION FOR INTELLIGENT VEHICLES
P1 car park
Zürcherstrasse 22
Innsbruck-Höhe 3 car park
Zürcherstrasse 22
Stadtwiki Lindau
Augustinerstrasse 12
Josephs-Himler Straße 3
Autohaus Unterberger
Peter-Orner-Str.-2
Further information about the charging stations can be found at www.lw-lindau.de/strasse/elektromobilität

MUSEUMS
Ehemaals Reichsständische Bibliothek (ERB)
Reichsplatz in the Old Town Hall
Tel +49 8382 274740
Current information about openings, special exhibitions and group tours can be found at kultur-lindau.de/bibliothek

Museum Friedens räume
Villa Lindenhof
Lindenhofweg 25
Tel +49 8382 24594
April 14th – October 20th, 2019
Tue – Sat 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Sun and holidays 2 p.m. – 5 p.m.
www.friedens-raeume.de

Stadtmuseum Lindau
Marktplatz 6
Tel +49 8382 911316
www.stadtmuseum-lindau.de

Zeughaus Lindau e.V.
Unterer Schmierspeicher 10
www.zeughaus-lindau.de

DAHILIA SHOW LINDAU
The Lindau Dahlia Show is open daily between sunrise and sunset from mid-August through to the end of October.

Buchholzestraße 88
38131 Lohne
www.dahlia-verleih-lindau.de

GOLF
Lindau-Bad Schachen e.V.
Am Schönholz 5
Tel +49 8382 9344073
www.golf-club-lindau.de

Golfclub Badensee-Wellensonnen
Lampertsweiher 51
Tel +49 8382 91910
www.golfclub-lindau.de

ICE SKATING
Eissportarena
Eichwaldstraße 16
Tel +49 8382 257121
www.eissportarena.lindau.de

INSSEL BÄHNE
Lake Constance, road trains
March – October 2019
Duration of the ride: about 25 minutes
Departures: 11 a.m. – 7 p.m.
About every 40 minutes
Start at the harbour
Tel +49 8382 260099
www.bodensee-wegbahnen.de

KNEIPP BASIN
Aeschach Ufer
Lindau Badezustände
Tel +49 8382 2974740
www.kultur-lindau.de/buecherei

Kompas Charter GöR
Lukas Hummler & Nikolaus Jung
Heuriedweg 53
Tel +49 8382 965965
www.segeltroetcharter-bodensee.de

SHIPPING SERVICES
Bodensee-Schiffsbetriebe
Tel +49 8382 275840
www.bsb-lindau.de

VINEYARDS
Weinbau Hansjörg Brüg
Kellnerweg 30
Tel +49 8382 781940
www.bode-grosse-organ.de

Winegut Teresa Deufel
Schachener Str. 213
Tel +49 8382 93440
www.weingut-teresadeufel.de

Wein- und Obstgut Haug
Kellnerweg 19
Tel +49 8382 95466
www.weingut-haug.de

WATER SKING
Bootsvermietung Lindau
At the Seebrücke bridge
Tel +49 8382 9344073
www.bootvermietung-lindau.de

WEIN & SPIRIT ZUBEHÖR
Lindau Badezustände
Tel +49 8382 2974740
www.kultur-lindau.de/buecherei

TOILETS SUITABLE FOR THE DISABLED
Main station
Next to the main customs office (‘Hauptzollamt’) between Rupelplatz and Bismarckmark
Innsbruck-P4 underground car park
Seeparkplatz P5 lake car park

VINO Xenophon
Kellnerweg 30
Tel +49 8382 781940
www.bode-grosse-organ.de

WINE TOWERS
Bier- und Weinstube Engel
Schafflergasse 4
Tel +49 8382 9240
www.engel-lindau.de

Wein- und Obstgut Brüg
Kellnerweg 19
Tel +49 8382 95466
www.weingut-haug.de

Hotel Helvetia
Clarins Beauty Lounge
Tel +49 8382 5514
www.bode-lindau.de

Lindau Municipal Theatre
Tel +49 8382 997650
www.bode-lindau.de

KULTURSTADT LINDAU FREE WIFI
Free WiFi hotspots can be found at the harbour promenade and in Maximilianstrasse

WIND SURFING
VDWS Surf school
Kreuztal Lindau
Eichwaldstraße 20
Tel +49 8382 976570
www.Surfshule.de

WINES
Weinstein Frey
Maximilianstr. 15
Tel +49 8382 947576
www.weinsteinfrey.de

Winemaker Rüdiger Schröder
Clarins Beauty Lounge
Tel +49 8382 95466
www.bode-lindau.de

WINE TOWERS
Bier- und Weinstube Engel
Schafflergasse 4
Tel +49 8382 9240
www.engel-lindau.de

Wein- und Obstgut Brüg
Kellnerweg 19
Tel +49 8382 95466
www.weingut-haug.de

Hotel Helvetia
Clarins Beauty Lounge
Tel +49 8382 5514
www.bode-lindau.de

Lindau Municipal Theatre
Tel +49 8382 997650
www.bode-lindau.de
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Free WiFi hotspots can be found at the harbour promenade and in Maximilianstrasse
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Winemaker Rüdiger Schröder
Clarins Beauty Lounge
Tel +49 8382 95466
www.bode-lindau.de

Lindau Municipal Theatre
Tel +49 8382 997650
www.bode-lindau.de

KULTURSTADT LINDAU FREE WIFI
Free WiFi hotspots can be found at the harbour promenade and in Maximilianstrasse
soulbottle 0.6 l
Your sustainable soulmate –
at home and on the way.

- plasticfree
- leakproof
- made in Germany
- dishwasher proof
- produced fair and carbon neutral
- 1€ per bottle for drinking water projects

The soulbottle is available for 24.90 € incl. VAT at Tourist-Information Lindau and on lindau.de.
Friedensreich Hundertwasser. Dreamcatcher for a beautiful world.

Lindau April 5 – September 29, 2019
Art museum Ehemalige Hauptpost www.kultur-lindau.de
Enjoy the classy atmosphere at the casino and have exciting times with classic table games like Roulette, Poker and Black Jack or a great variety of slot machines.

Meet friends at the bar, dine at restaurant or relax at the restaurant patio and enjoy the sun and the gorgeous view.

**CASINObühne**
cabaret, live music and comedy in intimate atmosphere

**Poker Tournaments**
with guaranteed purse

**CASINO club night**
live music, party & games

**Restaurant & Bar**
**Cantinetta al Lago**
mediterranean cuisine with great view over Lake and Alpes